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半導体ナノクリスタノレの永続的ホーノレバーニングの研究

筑波大学物理学系教授舛本泰章

1. 研究の背景と目的

物理p化学、電子工学の広い分野でナノメートノレサイズの半導部微結晶(ナノクリスタ

ノレ)が盛んに研究されている。ナノメートノレサイズになると電子・正孔や励起子が狭い

空間に閉じ込められ、運動エネルギーが量子化され、電子・正孔間に{進IJくクーロンエネ

ノレギーが大きく増大する O この量子現象および、全原子数の数%---数十%に達ーする原子

が構成する表面に起因する現象が半導体ナノクリスタノレ(盆子点)の本質である Q

本研究に先だって、 1994年、半導体ナノクリスタノレ(量子点)の不均…拡がりを持っ

た吸収スベクトノレ中に、低温で永続的にスベクトノレホーノレが聞く現象(永続的ホーノレバ

ーニング)という新しい光機能性が見出された[1，2J。ホーノレの寿命が、光励起キャリア

の寿命によって決まるならば、直接許容遷移型の半導体結晶においては、寿命はナノ秒

程度となる。 しかし、半導体ナノクリスタノレ(盆子点)で発見主れた、永続的ホーノレバ

ーニング現象とは作られたホーノレが数時間も永く保たれる現象である O これは、励起状

態からの緩和が始状態とは兄IJの基底状態ヘ起こり、この基底状態が低温においては永続

的に保たれることで一般的に説明される。

半導体ナノクリスタノレ(量子点)の永続的ホールパーニング現象は、それ自体、新奇

な現象としてその機構や新しい材料の探索が研究の対象となる他、光多重メモリへの応

用、更には、単光子による光スイッチの可能性を示し、応用や波及する新現象まで含め

て総合的に研究する価値がある O ナノクリスクル(量子点)の永続的ホーノレバーニング

現象とは、ナノクリスクル(量子点)の界面に 1電子がトラップするだけで、 11[子励

起のエネルギーが大きく変化する現象である。より一般的に、 103---100倍程度の少数の

原子から構成されるナノクリスタル(量子点)中に励起される電子・正干しゃ励起子の数

の離散性がエネノレギー・スベクトノレ上に顕に現われれば、単光子によるナノクリスタノレ

(量子点)のエネノレギ~1111J御、光スイッチが実現できるからである。

2. 研究経過と成果及び考察

2-1 半導体ナノクリスクノレ(量子点)の永続的ホーノレバーご・ング現象

半導体ナノクリスクノレ(量子点)の不均一拡がりを持った吸収スペクトル中に、低温

で、永続的にホーノレが開く現象(永続的ホーノレバーニング)の発見[1，2Jに続き、この現象

の普通性の検討、メカニズムの研究、および応用の研究を行った。現在までに CdS，CdSe， 

じdSSe，CdTe， CuCl， CuBr， CuIのナノクリスクノレ(量子点)が埋め込まれたプjラス、結品、

ポリマーにおいて 広く永続的ホーノレバーニング現象が発見された

[し 2，5，8，10， 12， 1:3， 16， 18J。これにより現象の普通性は十分に実証された。この現象の

機構、本質を明らかにするため、試料の慌度を変えて、波長可変狭出:j或レーザーによる



サイト選択励起により、スベクトノレ領域で、精密な測定を行い、ナノクリスタノレ(量子点)

の光イオンイヒが原因であることをほぼ明らかにした[10，12Joまた、電子，正干し、励起子

やブオノンの量子閉じ込めエネルギーのナノクリスタノレサイズや外場に対する依存性に

関する精密分光への応用を実証し [6J、光多重メモリーへの応用の可能性を指摘ーした

[2，9，31]0 

半導体ナノクリスタノレ(量子点)の永続的ホーノレバーニング現象i士、ゲストとホスト両

者に依存しており、この意味で多様であり、ホーノレバーニン夕、¥ホーノレブイリングの機

構も唯一ではなし功ミもしれない。しかし、今までに得られた実験結果を説明するために

は、光イオン化機構が最も可能性の高いものと考えている。光fJ]}J起された中に生成され

た励起子はナノクリスタノレ表面に局在化し、電子(正干し)が表面にトラップされる。正

孔(電子)はガラス中のトラップ準位へ、ナノクリスタノレと jJ‘ラスが構成するポテンシ

ヤノレ障壁をトンネノレ過程により透過して捕獲される Q このナノクリスタル(盆子点)の

光イオン化過程により、ナノクリスタノレ(量子点)のエネルギーは光励起前のエネノレギ

ーと異なる事となり、スベクトノレホーノレが開く事となるい心。待問分解分光によっても、

励起子局在と電子・正孔への分解への採る舞し¥は明らかにされた [20J臼

2-2 ノレミネセンスホーノレバーニングと量子サイズ効果を受けたイオン化問j起子

更に、ノレミネセンスホーノレバーニングと量子サイズ効果を受けたイオン化励起子の存

在が明らかになったれ6，22J。吸収スベクトノレ中にホーノレが形成されるとき、問符に発光

スベクトノレにホーノレが形成されることが予想される。この現象はノレミネセンスホーノレバ

ーニングと呼ぶことができる。ノレミネセンスホールパーニングは吸収スペクトルのホー

ルバーニングとは異なる新たな知見を与える。吸収スベクトルは、基底状態と励起状態

との結合状態密度の大きさを反映する。一方、発光スベクトノレは、 基底状態と励起状態

の結合状態密度の大きさだけでなく、励起準{立の緩和様式も反映し、ノレミネセンスホー

ルパーニングによって、よく光る励起状態を感度よく観測することができる O

NaCl結品中の CuCl半導体ナノクリスクノレ(量子点)においてルミネセンスホールパー

ニングの測定を行なった結果、発光スベクトノレの励起位置に鋭いホーノレと低エネルギー

倶IJにいくつかの術造を確認することができた。励起波長依存性からこれらの梢造の中に、

量子サイズ効果を受けた束縛励起子、イオン化励起子、およびイオン化励起子分子の構

造があると同定した。イオン化励起子は 2個の電子と l仰の正干しによって、構成され、

イオン化励起子分子は 1個の電子と 2個の正干しから梢成される O これらの発光が観測さ

れるということは、ナノクリスクル(量子点)がイオン化していることを示す。これら

の発光???の発光強度が積算JJJ}J起強度の増加に従って増加することや、 j昆度に対する依存

性が、永続的ホーノレバーニングの慌度依存性と類似することから、ナノクリスタル(量

子点)のイオン化が永続的ホールパーニング現象において、重要な役割を担っている証

拠になった。また量子点中のイオン化励起子の存在は、 1仰の長-子点に 1個の電子また

は正孔を注入するだけで、励起子のエネノレギーを変えうること、すなわち金子点の光学

選移エネノレギーを変えうる事を意味しており、単光子により量子点のエネノレギ~HìIJ街iの

可能性を示したものである。



2-3 永続的ホーノレバーニングの形成効率

永続的ホーノレバーニングを光多重メモリーに応用するとき、高いホーノレの形成効率を

持つ材料が求められる。ガラスや結晶中に分子やイオンを分散させた試料についてのホ

ーノレの形成効率;士、 lつの光子を吸収することによって、生じるホーノレの大きさを 1つ

の分子やイオンの吸収で規格化した値を量子効率として評師される。同様iこ3半導体ナノ

クリスタノレ(量子点)のホ{ノレの形成効率の量子効率としては、 1つの光子の吸収によ

って、生じるホーノレの大きさを 1つの量子点の吸収で規格化した殖を用いるべきである o

CuClナノクリスタノレ(量子点)のホーノレの形成効率について測定の結果、ガラス中の CuCl

ナノクリスタノレ(量子点)において最大 O.097という大きな値を得た。この結果は、こ

れまで報告されている量子効率としては最大である [27J。

光メモリーへの応用では、情報i士、スベクトノレホーノレとして記録される。読み出され

る信号の大きさは、記録されたスペクトノレホーノレの大きさに比例する O すなわち、記録

に用いる光の強さが同じならば、記録され読み出される信号の大きさは、謹;子効率と 1

倍あたりの分子、イオンあるいは、半導体ナノクリスタノレ(量子点)の光吸収の断面積

に比例する。 10.3~100個の原子で構成される l 植!の半導体ナノクリスタノレ(量子点)の

吸収断面積は l個の分子やイオンの吸収断面積より桁違いに大きい。この事実は、半導

体ナノクリスタノレ(量子点)が有望な光多重メモリー材料であることを示している O

2-4 半導体ナノクリスタノレ(量子点)の永続的ホーノレバーニング現象の精密分光へ

の応用

半導体ナノクリスタノレ(量子点)の永続的ホーノレバーニング現象の精密分光への応用

も進展した [6，21，24，28， 33，34J。粒径分布のため不均一に広がった半導体ナノクリスタ

ノレ(量子点)の吸収スベクトノレを選択的(波長選択=粒径選択)に励起することによっ

て、選択励起した粒径だけをマーキングしスベクトノレホーノレを作り、半導体ナノクリス

クノレ(量子点)の電子エネノレギーの粒径依存性を調べる詳細な研究が進みはじめた。そ

の一例はナノクリスクル(量子点)中に閉じ込められた音響型フォノンの量子サイズ効

果の観測であり [6J、量子化された励起状態の観測で、ある。特に、 CuClナノクリスタノレ

(量子点)の立方体形状の量子箱に閉じ込められた高次量子数状態の観測は、その成功

例で、ある [28，33Jo 

NaClマトリックス中の CuC]ナノクリスクノレ(量子点)は立方体形状の量 m子箱ーとして説

明される振動構造を z:け hJUl子吸収スベクトノレ中に示すことがある。低温において、スペ

クトノレIIJ~の狭いレーザ光で Z :3 JJ1)J起子吸収市内を励起すると、シャープな永続的な励起子

吸収の減少(永続的ホールバーニング)が観測される{也、量子箱に閉じ込められた金子

数 nx、ny、nz の Z:3 JJJ}J JUl子準位 (nx' n y' n z)ご (2，1，1)， (2，2，1)， (3，1，1)または (2，2，2)

で光吸収をおこし、(1， 1， 1)の状態に緩和した励起子が永続的ホーノレバーニングになる様

子が観測された。量子箱に閉じ込められた高次量子数の状態がはじめて観測された例で

ある。

2-5 半導体ナノクリスクノレ(量子点)中の多励起子状態(二励起子状態、三励起子

状態)の観測



じuClナノクリスタノレ(量子点)に関する励起子共鳴励起下におけるサイズ選択ピコ秒、

ポンプ・プロープ測定から、量子点中の 2励起子状態に起因する顕著な誘導吸収を発見

した[29，36Joこの 2Jj]}J起子状態は 3次元的な量子閉じ込めの起こる量子点に特有の状態

であり、量子点の光学非線形性iこ重要な寄与があると考えられている。

励起エネノレギーの高エネルギー側に誘導吸収として現れる量子点中の励起子分子の励

起状態ニ弱く束縛された 2励起子状態の存在は、量子点では 1つの励起子がある時iこ、

量子点中にさらに 2つめの励起子を作るためにはより大きなエネノレギーが必要になる事

を示している。 2JJJfJ起子以上の励起子が閉じ込められた状態のエネルギーはどのように

なるかという事についても興味が持たれるが、:3tj}J起子状態も同様に誘導吸収スベクト

ノレに見出された。強励起下での吸収スベクトノレ変化、および 2つのエネルギーの異なる

励起パノレスを用いた 2段階の選択励起の方法による実験結果から、:3Jj]}J起子状態のエネ

ノレギーの粒径依存性が明らかになった。

2-6 量子ドットにおける励起子一ブオノン相互作用

低温で、のバルク半導体中の即j起子晶の均一IIJm~士、ゼロから連続的なエネノレギ一分布をも

っ音響型ブオノンどの棺互作用により支配されており、 j鼠度に比例してj去がり、 1二 10

十 ATと表わされることがよく知られているが、音響型アオノンが量子化されると、この

通良IJが成り立たないのではなし¥かと予想される。主主子ドットでは音響型アオノンも

化され、ブオノンのエネルギーはゼ口から連続的に分布したスベクトノレから、とびとび

のエネノレギーを持つ様になる。これにより盆子ドット i干の盆子化された託子や励起子の

準{立の温度に依存した均一IjJ~は、温度に対しバルクとは異なった振る舞いを示す。この

問題は最近の単一量子ドットの分光研究で o.lmeVをきるような極めて線縞の狭い発光

スベクトルが観測されるようになって、顕在化してきた。

永続的ホーノレバーニングにより、 CuCl量子ドット中の量子化された励起子準位の均一

!隔を温度の関数として研究し、量子化された励起子と量子化された音響型フォノンとの

相互作用を研究した。低温で、 CuCl量子ドットの励起子吸収帯中に微弱光で、共鳴ホーノレ

を注意深く掘ると、その半値IIJ~は極めて狭く O. 14meVであり、量子ドット中に閉じ込め

れられた音響型ブオノンが、サイドバンドホーノレとして十分分離して観測される。 温度

を上げて測ると 共鳴ホーノレに比べ、その閉じ込めれられた音響型ブオノンによるサイ

ドバンドホーノレは大きくなり、ついには、お互いに融合し、分自í~不能なバンドとなり、

更にIIJffiが広がってし¥く O 共鳴ホーノレの半値111誌の泊度依存性l士、励起子の線11誌の温度依存

性がバノレク半導体で観測される温度リニアの依存性(了二 10十 AT) ではなく、量子化

されたフォノンがボーズ分布を反i決して活性化され、 JJ]}J起子の均一Ijla;に寄与で、きる様に

なり、均一i隔が広がり始める。この様な特異な量子化されたお}J起子と量子化されたブオ

ノンの相互作用は量子ドットのサイズや温度の関数として永続的ホーノレバーニング分光

によりスペクトノレ領域で明らかになったお日。

:3.今後の展望

情報化時代を迎え超高密度光メモリーは不可欠なものとなっている。更に単光子で制



御できる光スイッテの必要性もでてくるであろう O 今後、半導体ナノクリスタノレ(量子

点)の永続的ホーノレバーニング現象の研究とその応用の研究は、ホスト、ゲストのバラ

エティ、現象のバラエティが豊富で、大きな広がりが予想、される。物理、応用物理だけ

でなく 広く材料科学まで含めた包括的研究が必要と思われる O また、単光子による半

導体ナノクリスタノレ(量子点)のエネルギー制御の実現から、単光子量子点デバイスへ

の道も開けてくると思われる。
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8) Y. Masumoto: 

"Pe1'sistent Spectral Hole Burning Phenomenon of Selniconductor N anocrystals: 

Obse1'vation， Mechanism and Application" 

Jap. J. Appl. Phys. 34， Suppl. 3.壬:1.， 8 (1995); Pl‘oc. Int. Conf. Optical 

P1'operties of N anost1'uctures (Sendai， 1994). /!INVITED P APER//. 

9) S. Okamoto and Y. Masumoto: 



tlpε工‘sistentSpectl'al Hole-Bul'ning in CuCl N anocl'ystals: Den10nstl'ation of 

Optical Data Storag色H

Jap. J. AppL Phys. 34， SuppL註ニ1，128 (1995); Proc. Int. Conf. Optical 

Prop erties of N丘nostructures(Sendai， 1994). 

10)*Y. Masumoto， S. Okamoto， T. Yamamoto and T. I{awazoe: 

"Persistent Spectral Hole司 BUI‘ningPhenon1enon of Sen1Iconductor Quantlun 

Dots" 

phys. status solidi 188， 209 (1995); Proc. 4th 1nt. Work. on NonlineraI・Optics

and Excitation I{inεtics in 8emiconductors (B台出n，1994). /!INVITED PAPER// 

11)Y.Masumoto: 

"Semiconductor N anocrystals: Lasing and Persistent Spectral IIole-Burning" 

Inst. Elec. 1nf. Commun. Eng. 77， 1125 (1994)(in Japanese). 

8uperlattic色sand Microstructures， l5.， 33 (1994). 

12)*Y. Masumoto， T. Kawazoe and T. Yamamoto: 

"Observation of Per立stentSpectral 1-Iole Burning' in CuBl' Quantun1 Dots" 

Phys. Rev. B 52， 4688 (1995). 

13)*Y. Masumoto， I{. I{aw註bataand T. I{awazoe: 

"Quantun1 Size Effect and Persistent狂oleBurning of CuI N anocrystals" 

Phys. Rev. B 52， 7834 (1995). 

14)Y. Masumoto: 

"Persistent I-1ole-BuI・ning8pectroscoy in Semiconductor‘Quan tun1 Dots" 

Technical Digest of Quantum Electl'onics and Lasel・ ScienceConference 

(QELS'95， Baltimore) 1丘p.96(1995)，/江NVITEDPAPER// 

15)8. Okamoto and Y. Masumoto: 

uPersistent Hole-Burning Spectroscopy of CuCl Microcl・ystallites:Host-Ivlatl'ix偽

Dependence on the Hole-Burning Effects" 

Technical Digest of the Paci五cRim Confer・enceon Lasers and Electro-Optics 

(CLEO/ Paci五cRun '95， Makuhari Messe)， p.260 (1995). 

16)*Y. Masumoto and T. Kawazoe: 

"Luminescence Ho1e Burning in Semiconductor Quantun1 Dots" 

J. Lumin. 66 & 61， 142 (1996); Proc. 10th Intern. Conf. on Dynamical 

Processes in Excited States of Solids (Cairns， Australia， August 31， 1995). 

17)Y. Masumoto: 

"Persistent Spectral Hole Burning in Quantlnn Dots" 

Prog. Crystal Growth and Charact. 33， 65 (199G); Proc. 5th ISSP 1ntern. Sylnp. 

Frontiers in Laser Physics and Spectroscopy (Tokyo， Nov.， 1995). /!INVITED 

PAPER// 

18)*J. Qi and Y. Masumoto: 

"Spectral Hole Burning in CdS N anocrystals Embedded in Polyvinyl Alcohol" 

Solid State Commun. 99， 4G7 (199G). 



19)L.G. Zimin and Y. Masumoto: 

"Semiconducting Nanocl'ystals in an Insulating- Matrix: New Nonlinear 

Phenomena and a Nεw Region of Application" 

Opt. Technol.宣2.， 797 (1995). [Opticheski Zhur百 al62，55 (1995)]. 

20)*T. Okuno， H. Miyajima， A. Satake and Y. Masumoto: 

"Exciton Localization and Decomposition Dynamics in Cuprous-Halide 

N anocrystals" 

Phys. Rev. B 54， 16952 (1996). 

21)Y. Masunloto， I{. So工10beand N. Sakakura: 

"P己rsistentHole Burning Spectroscopy of Seluiconductor Quantunl Dots" 

Proc. 23rd Int. Conf. Physics of Sen1Iconductors， vo1.2， p.1481 (Ber恒n，

Germany， July 21-26， 1996). 

22)*T. Kawazoe and Y. Masumoto: 

"Luminescence Hole Burning and Quantum Size Effect of Charged Excitons in 

CuCl Quantum Dots" 

Phys. Rev. Lett. 77， 4942 (1996). 

23)T. Kawazoe and Y. Masumoto: 

"Observation of Luminescence IIole勾 Burningin CuCl Quantunl Dots" 

J. Lumin. 72三重， 862 (1997); Proc. Int. Conf. on Luminescence ancl Optical 

Specむoscopyof Condensed Matter (Aug. 1996， Prague). 

24)Y. Masumoto， I{. Sonobe and N. Sakakura: 

"Application of P位、sistentHole Burning to Site-Selective Spectroscopy of 

Semiconductor Quantum Dots" 

J. Lumin. 72-7差， 294 (1997); Pl'oc. Int. Conf. on Luminescence and Optical 

Spectroscopy of Condensed Matter (Aug. 1996， Pl'ague). 

25)T. Okuno， A. Satake and Y. Masumoto: 

"Reconsidel'ation of Relaxation Pr・ocessesof Excitons in CuCl N anocl'ystals" 

J. Lumin. 72-7生 383(1997); Proc. Int. Conf. on Lun1Inescence and Optical 

Spectroscopy of Condensed Mattel' (Aug. 1996， Pl'ag'ue). 

26)*Y. Masumoto: 

"Pel'sistent Hole BUl'ning in Semiconductor‘N anocl'ystals" 

J. Lumin. 70， 386 (1996). 

27)T. Kawazoe and Y. Masumoto: 

"Highly E伍cientPersistent 1-101e BUl'ning in Cuprous Halide Quantunl Dots" 

To be published in J ap. J. Appl. Phys. 

28)*N. Sakakul'a and Y. Masumoto: 

"Observation of Excited State Excitons in CuCl Quantum Cubes" 

Jap. J. Appl. Phys. 36， 4212 (1997); Proc. 1nt. Symp. on Formation， Physics 

and Device Application of Quantum Dot Structul'es (Sappor・0，1996). 

29)*M. 1kezawa and Y. Masumoto: 



"Obs色rvationof Excited Biexciton Stat色sin CuCl Quantum Dots: Contl'ol of the 

Quantum Dot Enel'gy by a Photon" 

Jap. J. AppL Phys.主主， 4191 (1997); Pl'oc. Int. Synlp. on Formation， Physics 

and Device Application of Quantum Dot St1'uctul'es (Sappol'o， 199G)，. 

30)*S. Okamoto and Y. Masumoto: 

"Corr叫ationbetween the Cu +-Ion Instability and Pe1'sistent Spect1'al Hole-

Burning Phenomena of CuCl N anoc1'ystals" 

Phys. Rev. B Qι15729 (1997). 

31)S. Okamoto and Y. Masumoto: 

"Demonstration of Frεquency-Domain Optical Data Strorage of CuCl Sen1Icon句

ductor N anocrystal Syst巴ms"

Jap. J. AppL Phys.主主， 512 (199G). 

32)S. Okamoto and Y. Masumoto: 

"Persistent Spεctral Hole-Burning of CuCl QuおltumDots" 

Mater. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc.基金ι301(199G). 

33)*N. Sakakura and Y. Masumoto: 

"Persistent spectral-hole七urningspectroscopy of CuCI qua日tumcubes" 

Phys. Rev. B Q立4051(1997). 

34)*Y. Masumoto and K. Sonobe: 

"Siz色“dependεnt色nergylevels of CdTe弓uantumdots" 

Phys. Rev. B 皇室， 9734 (1997). 

35)Y. Masumoto， T. Kawazoe and N. Matsuura: 

"Exciton -con五nedphonon interaction in quantunl dots" 

To be published in J. Lumin. 

3G)*1¥在.Ikezawa， Y. Masumoto， T. Takagaha1'a and S. Nai1': 

"Biexciton and t1'iexciton states in quantum clots in the ¥veak con五nenlent

regime" 

Phys. Rev. Lett. 79， 3522 (1997). 

その他の論文

37)L. Zimin， S.V. Nair and Y. Masumoto: 

"LO phonon renormalization in optically excitecl CuCl nanoc1'ystals" 

To be publishecl in Phys. Rev. Lett. 

38)Y. Masumoto: 

"Semiconducto1' Quan tum Dots Behave Like Molecules" 

Proc. Int. Symp. Similarities ancl Diffe1'ences between Atomic-Nuclei ancl 

Mic1'oclusters: Unified Developments fo1' Cluste1' Sciences， AlP Confe1'ence 

Proceeding 416 (Tsukuba， 1997)p.45. /IINVITED PAPER// 



39)M. Ikezawa and Y. Masumoto: 

"A Stochastic T1'eatment of the Dynamics of Excitons and Excitonic Molecules in 

CuCl N anoc1'ystals" 

Phys. Rev. B 皇室)13694 (1996). 

40)M. Ikezawa and Y. Masumoto: 

"Obsεrv丘tionofth色 StochasticExciton Dynaluics in CuCl Quantum Dots" 

Prog. Crystal Growth and Charact. 33， 175 (1996); Proc. 5th ISSP Intern. 

Symp. Frontiers in Laser Physics and Spectroscopy (Tokyo， Nov.， 1995). 

41)T. Mishina and Y. Masumoto: 

"Nonlinear Cohe1'ent P1'opagation of F己mtosecond Optical Pulses in 

Semiconductors" 

Prog. Crystal Gl'owth and Charact.主主)113 (1996); Proc. 5th ISSP Intern. 

Symp. Frontiers in Laser Physics and Spectroscopy (Tokyo， Nov.， 1995). 

42)Y. Iwazaki， T. Mishina， Y. Masumoto and M. Nakayalna: 

"Coherent Zon己-FoldεdPhonons in GaAs/AlAs Sup位、latticesM己asuredby 

Femtosecond Pump-Probe Sp合ct1'oscopy"

Proc. 23rd Int. Conf. Physics of Semiconducto1's， vo1.1， p. 701 (Bel'lin， Ge1'n1any， 

July 21-26， 1996). 

43)B.-R. Hyun， T. Mishina， Y. Masumoto and M. Nakayan1a: 

"Time-Resolved Reflection Spect1'oscopy in Multiple Quantulu Wells at 

Brewstel'-Angle Incidence" 

Pl'oc. 23rd Int. Conf. Physics of Semiconduct位、s，vo1.1， p.761 (Bel'恒n，Germany， 

July 21-26， 1996). 

44)S. Okamoto， Y. I{anemitsu and Y. Masumoto: 

"Quantum Con五nementEffects on Photoluminescence from Silicon Single 

Quantum Wells" 

Proc. 23rd Int. Conf. Physics of Semiconduct位、s，vo1.3， p.1863 (Ber包n，

Germany， July 21・26，1996). 

45)S. Yamaguchi， Y. I{awakan1I， Sz. Fujita and Sg. Fujita， Y‘ Yamada， T. Mishina 

and Y. Masumoto: 

"Recombination Dynamics of Localized Excitons in CdSe/ZnSe/ZnSXSe1・xSingle-

Quant如un口1m口m

Phys. Rev. B Q壬， 2629 (1996). 

46)N. Peyghambarian， E. I-Ianamu1'a， S. W. Koch， Y. Masumoto and E. M. Wright: 

"Optical Cha1'acterization and Applications of Semiconducto1' Quantum Dots" 

47)H. 

in "N anomaterials; Synthesis， Properties and Applications"， ed. by A. S. 

Edelstein and R. C. Camma工、ata，chapt.16， p.395-p.436 (Institute of Physics 

Publishing， 1996). 

"Contむ工1'0叫1of InAs Self-Assembled Islands on GaAs Vicinal Su1'faces by Ann色aling



in Gas-Source 1¥在olecularBeam Epitaxy" 

Jap. J. Appl. Phys. 3G， 4118 (1997); Proc. Int. Syn1p. on Formation， Physics 

and DevicεApplication of Quantum Dot Structures (Sapporo， 199G). 

48)T. Matsumoto， Y. Masumoto， S. Nakashin1a，日.Munura and N. I(oshida: 

"Photoluminescence f1'om Deut町民111Tεrminated Po1'ous Silicon" 

Extended Abst1'acts of the 199G Int. Conf. on Solid State Devices and 

Materials (y okohama， 1996) p.709. 

49)Y. Yamada， T. Mishina) Y. Masumoto， Y. I(a¥vakami， J. Suda， Sz. Fujita， Sg. 

Fujita) and T. Taguchi: 

I!Dynamics of Dense Excitonic Systems in ZnSe-Bas色dSing1e Quantum Wells" 

Crys. Growth 1主立 814(199G). 

50)Y. Kawakami) M. Funato， Sz. Fujita， Sg. Fujita， Y. Yamada， T. Mishina， and Y. 

Masumoto: 

IIEffects of High Excitation on Localized Excitons in Cubic ZnCdS Lattice 

Matched to GaAstt 

Crys. Growth 159， 830 (199G). 

51)A.V. Ba1'anov， Y. Masun10to， K. Inoue， A.V. Fedorov and A.A. Onushchenko: 

ttSize-Selective Two-Photon Spectroscopy of CuCl Sphel'ical Quanttlln Dots" 

Phys. Rev. B三ι15G75(1997). 

52)A.V. Baranov， S. Yamauchi and Y. Masumoto: 

I!Exciton-LO-phonon interaction in CuCl spherical quantun1 dots studied by 

resonant hyper-Ran1an spect1'oscopyl! 

Phys. Rev. B 5G， 10332 (1997). 

53)T. Mishina， Y. Iwazaki， Y. Masumoto and M. Nakayama: 

I!Coherent dynamics of zone-folded acoustic phonon in GaAs/AlAs superlattices" 

To be published in J. Lunlin. 

54)T. Matsumoto， Y. Masun10to， S. N akashima，日.Mimur‘a and N. I{oshida: 

"Coupling effect of surface vibr、ationand quantum con五nementcar・1'1e1's1n 

porous siliconl! 

Appl. Surf. Science 1よ三， 140 (1997). 

55)T. Matsumoto， Y. Masumoto， T. Nakagawa， M. Hashimoto， 1(. Ueno and N. 

I(oshida: 

IIElectrolunlInescence from Deuteriun1 Terminated Porous Siliconll 

Jap. J. Appl. Phys.主主， L1089 (1997). 

5G)B.-R. Hyun， T. Mishina， Y. Masumoto and M. Nakayama: 

IICoherent reflected予ulsesof exciton-polaritons in multiple quantum wells at 

Brewster's angle incidence" 

Phys. Rev. B堕， 12780 (1997)(Rapid Communications). 

57)Y. Masumoto and M. Ikezawa: 

"Electron-hole plasma and its pulsation luminescence in CuBrll 



Solid State Commun. 10ι151 (1998). 

58)S. I{u1'oda， Y. Terむ， K. Takita， T. Okuno and Y. Masumoto: 

"Self-01'ganized Quantum Dots of Zinc-Blende MnTe Grown by Molecular・Beam

Epitaxy" 

P1'oc. 8th 1nt. Conf. 1立I

59)T. Okuno， H.-W. Ren， M‘ Sugisaki， K. Nishi， S. Sugou and Y. Masumoto: 

IlTime-resolved luminescεnce of1nP弓uantumdots in Gao.51nPo.5 n1at1'ix: Ca1'rie1' 

injection from the matrix" 

Phys. Rev. B. 57， 138G (1998). 

GO)T.Oku 工no久， 丘旦.

?η附fげTimeか侍守r犯巴S印olvedlun1In色sc色ncestudy 0ぱflnPquantωurn dots in日1Ga1nP mat1'‘ix" 

Proc. 1nt. Workshop Nano-Physics and Electronics '97. 

61)M. Sugisaki， H. W. Ren， S. Sugou， 1{. Nishi and Y. Masun10to: 

"Sharp Photoluminescence Lines of 1nAs QuanttllTI Dot En1bedded in GaAs 

h在esa"

Proc. 1n t. Workshop N ano“Physics and Elect1'onics '97. 

G2)A. Satake， Y. Masumoto， T. Miy註jima，T. Asatsuma， F. Nakannu‘a and M. 1keda: 

"Localiz色dexciton and its stimulated emission in su1'face luode f1'on1 single四 layer

InxGal-xNff 

Phys. Rev. B 57， 2041 (1998)(Rapid Communications) 

G3)T. Mishina， Y. 1wazaki Y. Masumoto and M. Nakayama: 

"Real Time-Sapce Dynamics of Zone-Folded Phonons in GaAs/A1As 

Superlattices" 

Submitted to Solid State Commun. 

G4)A. Satake and Y. Masumoto: 

"Localized Exciton and 1ts Stimulated Emission in 1nGaN Multiple Quantulu 

Wells" 

Proc. Second Int. Conf. Nitride Semiconductors (Tokushima， 1997)， J. Crγs. 

Growth， special issue. 

(2)口頭発表

主な招待講演

1) Y.Masumoto:“Control of the quantum dot energy by a photon"， Intern. Syn1p. of 

Quantu.m Structu1'es fo1' Photonic Applications (Sendai， M旬、ch， 1997). 

/ /INVITED P APER/ / 

2)舛本泰章:“量子点・ナノクリスタノレのffrしい物理と応用"(シンポジュウム講演) 第

43回応用物理学会春季講演会(1996年 3月)



3) 舛本泰章:“量子点研究により、わかったこと、わからないこと)) (シンポジュウム

講演)日本物理学会(1996年 4月)

4)舛本泰章: “単光子による量子ドットのエネルギー詰1J1節目応用物理学会 (1997年 10

月)

その他の口頭発表

1) )I!添忠、舛本泰章: “CuClナノクリスタノレにおけるノレミネッセンス・ホーノレバーニン

グ"日本物理学会(1996年 4月)

2)坂倉成、)11添忠、舛本泰章: “CuCl量子箱の永続的ホーノレバーニング分光"日本物理

学会 (1996年 4月)

3)佐竹昭泰、奥野陣IJ史、舛本泰主主: “CuClナノクリスクノレ中の励起子の緩和過程"臼本

物理学会 (1996年 4月)

4)奥野湾IJ史、佐竹昭泰、舛本泰章:“CuClナノクリスタノレにおける励起子発光のストー

クスシフトと発光寿命日日本物理学会 (1996年4月)

5)池沢道男、タ1=本泰章:“CuClナノクリスタノレ中の励起子 .JJ]1J起子分子のダイナミクス

日"日本物理学会 (1996年 4月)

6)奥野間IJ史、佐竹昭泰、タ1=本泰章:“ハロゲン化銅ナノクリスクノレにおけるJJ]}JJta子の緩和

過程"物性研短期研究会 fナノ構造の光物性の;tfr局面J (1996年 6月)

7)底部孝二、タ1=本泰章: “CdTeナノクリスクノレの励起状態の研究"日本物理学会(1996

年 9月)

8)伊藤敦史、坂倉成、三品兵文、舛本泰章: “NaCl中の CuClナノクリスクノレの 2光子

共鳴散乱"日本物理学会(1996年 9月)

9)坂倉成、)11添忠、タj:本泰章: “CuCl量子箱の永続的ホーノレバーニング分光 II" 日本物

理学会(1996年 9月)

10)) 11添忠、舛本泰章:“銅ノ¥ライドナノクリスタノレにおける永続的ホーノレの形成効率測

定"日本物理学会(1996年 9月)

11)池沢道男、舛本泰章: “CuClナノクリスクル中の励起子・励起子分子のダイナミク

スrn"日本物理学会(1996年 9月)

12)奥野間IJ史、佐竹昭泰、辻原康弘、舛本泰章:“ハロゲン化銅ナノクリスタノレにおける

Jj]}J起子発光の緩和過程" 13本物理学会(1996年 9月)

日)) 11添忠、タ1=本泰章: “CuBrナノクリスクルの“量-子サイズ効果""日本物理学会(1996

年 9月)

14)戚継発、奥野間IJ史、タ1=本泰章: “CdS:Mnナノクリスタノレにおける発光分光研究"日

本物理学会 (1996年 10月)

15)Jifa Qi， Tsuyoshi Okuno and Yasuaki Masumoto:“Optical Properties 6f CdS:Mn 

nanocrystal in Polyvinyl Alcohol"， 2nd Asia Symposium on Condensed Matter 

Photophysics， Nara， ]apan， (1996). 

16) ]ifa Qi， Tsuyoshi Okuno and Yaωaki Masumoto:“Mn2
+ 1 umi ne scence i n CdS: Mn quan tum 



dots"， 2nd Symposium on the Physics and App1ication 01' Spin-Related Phenomena 

in Semiconductors， Sendai， Japan， (Jan 26-27， 1997). 

17)戚継発、奥野罰IJ史、舛本泰章: “CdS:Mnナノクリスタノレのか!日発光日(招待講演)電気

化学学会(97)年会蛍光体シンポジウム (1997年 3月)

18)威継発、奥野間IJ史、舛本泰章: αCdS:Mnナノクリスタノレのおける発光分光研究 II"

日本物理学会 (1997年 3月)

19)奥野隠せ史、任紅文、杉崎満、西研一、菅生繁男 舛:本泰章:“InP量子点の発光の持

間分解 ーマトリックスからのキャリア流入"応用物理学会 (1997年 3月)

20) )11添忠、舛本泰章: “CuCl量子点における永続的ホーノレの狭い線111;W;とその温度依存

性"日本物理学会 (1997年 3月)

21)坂倉成、舛本泰章: “CuCl量子ドットにおけるサテライトホーノレの線iilEH日本物理

学会 (1997年 3月)

22)伊藤敦史、 A.V.saranov、三品異文、舛本泰輩、井上久遠: “CuCl量子点の 2光子選

択励起分光量子点中に縦波励起子は存在するのだろうか?日日本物理学会(1997f]三 3

月)

23)池沢道男、舛本泰章:“CuCl量子点における多励起子状態"日本物理学会 (1997年 3

月)

24)習部孝二、舛本泰章:“CdTeナノクリスタノレの励起状態の研究n"日本物理学会(1997

年 3月)

25) Lev Zimi丹、兼松泰男、櫛忠孝司、舛本泰章:“Electron-phononinteraction in CuC] 

nanocrystals doped into glass as investigated hy persistent spectra1 hυ1e 

hurningη 日本物理学会 (1997年 3月)

26)寺弁慶和、黒田良司、滝田宏樹、奥野間11史、舛本泰章:“MBE法における MnTe自己形

成量子ドットの作製とその光物性"日本物理学会(1997fJ三 10月)

27)玄柄律、三品具文、舛木泰章、 KimDae Sik、LimYong Sik : “GaAs/ A ll;aAs AQWS中

のJj]}J起子におけるフェムト秒ポンプープロープ分光測定"日本物理学会 (1997年 10

月)

28)新日一樹、三品具文、舛本泰章:“グラブアイトにおけるブェムト秒ポンプ・プロー

ブ分光"日本物理学会 (1997年 10月)

29)山内掌吾、 A.V. B訂 anov、タ1=本泰章: “CuCl量子点の共鳴 2光子分光"日本物理学

会 (1997年 10月)池沢道男、勝田泰生、舛本泰章: “Glass中の CuCl量子点におけ

る励起子分子状態"日本物理学会(1997年 10月)

30)池沢道男、三品兵文、舛本泰章: “NaCl仁¥=1の CuC1量子点におけるブオトンエコー"

日本物理学会(1997年 10月)

31)し Zimin，S. Nair， Y. Masumoto:“Phonon-assisted absorption in CuCl nanocrystals" 

日本物理学会(1997年 10月)

32)杉崎満、任紅文、徳永英司、松本寅祐、問中正焼、西研一、菅生繁雄、奥野間IJ史、舛

本泰章: “InP量子点における光学兵方性"日本物理学会(1997年 10月)

33)徳永英司、 V.G. Davydov、杉11荷満、 S.V. Nair、任紅文、西研一、菅生繁雄、タ1=本泰

章: “InP量子点の 2波長ポンププロープ分光"詞本物理学会 (1997年 10月)



34) Yasuaki Masumoto) Valentin Davydov: “Energy transfer observation in rn -v 
self-assembled quantum dots"臼本物理学会 (1997年 10月)

35)徳永英司、松本貴祐、杉崎満、田中正規、松浦直紀、セノレバクマール・ナイア、舛本
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0るservationof persistent spectral hole burning in CuBr quantum dots 
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UI'lIversity ofTsukl1ba， Tsukl1ba， lbaraki 305， Japan 

(Received 16 May 1995) 

Persistent spectral holeゐurningphenomenon in CuBr quantum dots embedded in glass was observed. 

The spectral hole and the sideband holes were made together with the redshift of the absorption spec-

trum in proportion to the logarithm of the laser fiuence and were preserved for more than 8 h at 2 K. 

They were erasable by the temperature rise or by the Iight exposure. Electron trapping at the surface of 

the dots and hole tunneling into traps in the glass host is the most probable origin of the persistent spec嶋

tral hole-burning phenomenon in CuBr弓uantumdots. 

Nanometer‘size semiconductor crystals， abbreviated to 
semiconductor nanocrystals， are known as zero-
dimensional弓uantumdots. 1-3 Their optical properties 

have been characterized by the quantum confinement 
effect， and the lowest excited states show blueshifts de喧

pending on their size. Quantum dots are sharply different 

from quantum wells and quantum wires in the point that 
quantum dots are made of as small as 103_106 atoms. A 

considerable fraction of atoms face the surface or the iル

terface of quantum dots in the surrounding materials. 

Therefore， it is quite natural to consider that the struc也

ture and the electronic states of quantum dots should not 

be treated by themselves， but should be treated together 
with the real surfaces or interfaces and the surrounding 

materials. 

However， this natural consideration has been treated 
lightly. Semiconductor弓uantumdots have been generaト

ly treated as spherical-or cubic-shaped dots isolated from 

surrounding materials for the calculation of the funda-

mental and nonlinear optical properties. 2
•
3 Afterwards， 

interaction between dots and surrounding materials was 

taken into account as the effects of traps， surface states， 
etc.， for the interpretation of experimental results which 
cannot be explained by the theoretical treatment of the 

idealized quantum dots. The interaction is considered to 

induce the change of the dynamical or nonlinear optical 

properties of quantum dots， but is not considered to in-

duce the fundamental absorption spectra of the quantum 

dots. As a proof of this statement， the generally accepted 
model of inhomogeneous broadening treats the size distri-

bution of dots as the unique origin of inhomogeneity. 

Let us consider molecular or ionic guests embedded in 

glass， crystal， or polymer hosts which are much smaller 
than the quantum dot system. We can naturally under-

stand that guests consisting of small numbers of atoms 

are greatly infiuenced by the surrounding hosts， and that 
the energy levels of the guest-host system are inhomo-

geneously broadened. Persistent spectral hole-burning 

(PSHB) phenomenon has been observed in a number of 

these materials.4 The PSHB phenomenon requires the 

existence of more than one energetically inequivalent 

ground state of the total system consisting of guest and 

matrix. Moreover， the relaxation among the ground 

states must be slower than the decay rate of a11y excited 

state. This condition causes the persistency of the hole. 

When spectrally narrow light excites the ensemble of 

semiconductor司uantumdots having inhomogeneously 

broadened absorption bands， a spectral hole is formed at 

the position of the excitation photon energy in the ab樋

sorption band. So far， spectral hole burning observed in 
弓uantumdots has been believed to be transient. Never-
theless， CdSe and CuCl 斗uantum dots embedded in 

glasses and crystals show the PSHB phenomena.5
，6 Simト

larly， we may be able to find other kinds of quantum dots 
which show the PSHB phenomenon. The observation of 

the phenomenon requires additional inhomogeneous 

broadenjng for quantum dots coming from the various 

ground-state configurations of the dot~matrix system. In 

this sense， the concept for the inhomogeneous broadening 
of quanれ1mdots should be drastically changed. In this 

paper， we present an experimental observat1uI1 uf thε 

PSHB of CuBr quantum dots embedded in glass， and 

consider the mechanism of the phenomenon. 

The samples studied are CuBr nanocrystals in potassi-

um aluminoborosilicate glass.7 The mean size of the 

nanocrystals was measured by small~angle x-ray scatter骨

ing and was 3.6 nm in radius. The sample was directly 

immersed in superfiuid helium or mounted on the cold 
finger of the temperature variable cryostat. A spectrally 

narrow dye laser with DPS dye pumped by a Q-switched 

Nd3十 :YAG(yttrium aluminum garnet) laser was used as 

a pump source， and a halogen lamp was used as a probe 

source. The spectral width of the dye laser was 0.014 

meV. The transmittance spectrum was measured by us-

ing an optical multichannel analyzer in conjunction with 

a 25-cm monochromator. For the hole-filling experi時

ment， another halogen lamp was used with a set of in-

terference filters. 

Figure 1 (a) shows the inhomogeneously broadened ab-

sorption spectrum of the sample. The average radius of 

the CuBr nanocrystals was 3.6 nm. The spectrum has a 

pronounced peak at 3.073 eV which is higher than the 

Z 1.2 exciton energy of bulk CuBr by 109 me V. The blue-

shift is consistent with the previous data of CuBr quan-

tum dots which were interpreted by the donorlike exciton 

mode1.8 

After the center of the Z 1.2 exciton absorption band of 

the sample was excited by 9000 shots of dye laser pulses 

0163骨 1829/95/52(7)/4688(4)/$06.∞ 52 4688 @ 1995 The American Physical Society 
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with an energy density of 5μJ/cm2， the absorption spec-

trum was changed， as is displayed in Fig. l(bL The ab-

sorption spectral change -sαd is defined as the 

difference in the absorbance of the sample from that of 

the virgin sample. This spectral change is long preserved. 

The upper spectrum in Fig. l(b) shows the spectral 

change at 2 min after the laser exposure was stopped. 

The spectral change was found to decrease in proportion 

to the logarithm of time between 2 and 100 min， and does 
not decrease substantially at 50 min. At 2 K， we observed 
that the spectral hole was preserved for more than 8 h 

after the excitation. The persistent spectral change is the 

sharp peak of a main spectral hole marked by ・andsatel・

lite holes marked by磁 whichare superimposed on the 

broad wavy structure (0). The wavy structure is well ap“ 

proximated by the first derivative of the absorption spec-

trum. This means the occurrence of a small redshift of 

the absorption spectrum. If the derivative of the absorp-
tion spectrum is subtracted from the observed spectral 

change， satel1ite holes are on the induced absorption 

structure at the higher働 energyside of the main hole. We 

consider the induced absorption structure comes from a 

photoproduct. 
With the change of the pump photon energy， energy 

positions of the main hole and the satellite holes change. 

The energy separation between the main hole and the sa-

tellite holes ( 1， 1'，2') does not change with the change of 

the pump photon energy， and is equal to the optical pho‘ 

non energy or twice the size of it， so that the satellite 

holes 1， 1'， and 2' are optical-phonon sidebands. The erト
ergy separation between the main hole and the sateIlite 
holes 2 and 3 changes with the change of the pump pho‘ 

ton energy， and their change is interpreted by the energy 

℃

H
U
G
-

3 3.1 3.2 
PHOTON ENERGY (eV) 

FIG. 1. (a) Absorption spectrum of a virgin sample， CuBr 
nanocrystals (the average radius is 3.6 nm) embedded in glass. 
(b) The absorption spectral change of the sampJe after the spec-
trally narrow laser exposure (9000 shots of dye laser pulses with 

the pump photon energy of 3.061 eV， and an excitation energy 
density of 5μJ/cm2

). Long-dashed lines show the zero base， 

and the short-dashed line shows the derivative of the absorption 
spectrum (a). 

separation between size輪 quantizedlevels of anisotropic 

multicomponent Z 1.2 excitons. This observation suggests 

that PSHB spectroscopy can be applicable to precise op-

tical measurement of size-dependent弓uantumdots by 

laser marking. 

The hole depth and the amplitude of the wavy struc働

ture increase in proportion to logarithm of the laser 

fluence， as is shown in Fig. 2. The logarithmic depen-

dence holds for more than four decades of the fluence. 

The logarithmic hole growth has been observed in mole‘ 

cules in organic glasses and color centers in crystals， and 
is explained by a model which assumes the broad distri-

bution of the burning rate.9 This model is based on tun・

neling through the potential barrier with distributed bar崎

rier height and thickness. The model assumes that the 

burning rate is proportional to exp(一入)and that the tun-

neling parameter入israther uniformly distributed. Simi-

lar1y， the hole burning in CuBr司uantumdots is con‘ 

sidered to take place via tl1nneling throl1gh a potential 

barrier with a broadly distributed barrier height and 

thickness. 

The hole strl1ctl1res and the wavy structure are erasable 

by the temperature rise. Figure 3 shows the absorption 

change of the sample after the temperature cycle between 

九 andT. Fir以‘

sample was taken at the burning temperature九.The 

sample was exposed by 9000 shots of dye Jaser pulses 

with an energy density of 5μJ/cm2 at Tb. The tempera也

ture of the sample was raised to T and maintained for 5 

min. After that， it was cooled down to Tb. Then the ab-

sorption spectrum was measured and the difference spec-

trl1m was obtained. Even if we prolong the annealing 

time up to 60 min， the difference spectrum changes little. 
With the increase of annealing temperature， the hole 
depth and the amplitude of the wavy structure is reduced 

similar1y. At the lower part of Fig. 3， both of therI1 are 
plotted as a function of temperature. 

The thermal hole fil1ing is explained by the thermally 

activated barrier crossing mechanism.1O The rate of this 

0.3 
CuBr in glass 

14 K 

0.2 

てコ。
d 

0.1 

10-4 10:-2 100 

FLUENCE (J/cm2 
) 

FIG.2. Solid circles show the hole depth as a function of the 
laser ftuence. Open circles show the maximum amplitude of the 
wavy structure. Both data are taken by changing the exposure 

time with the excitation energy density of 5μJ/cm2 • 
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FIG. 3. The upper figure shows the persistent spectral change 

remaining after the temperature cycle. The hole was burned at 
15 K. The lower figure shows the normalized hole depth (solid 
circles) and the normalized amplitude of the wavy structure 
(open squares) as a function of the annealing temperature. The 

solid line is the良tof the hole depth by the expressions shown in 

the text. 

mechanism is represented by γ=voexp( -V /kT)， where 
γo is the fre弓uency factor whose order is given by 

kT /h ~ 1011_10l3 S -(， and V the potential barrier. Dur-

ing the holding time t at the annealing temperature T， the 
hole is filled if the condition vt > 1 holds. Therefore the 

hole is filled if V < kT ln(γor). From the rather uniform 

distribution of the tunneling parameter， we assume that 

the distribution of the potential barrier P ( V) is represent-
ed by P( V)α: 1 /V V with a maximum barrier height 

V max・10 The normalized hole depth observed after the 

temperature cycle between Tb and T can be ca1culated by 

j∞ l(V)dV / I∞ l kTln(ハ/(V)dV / J kT.ln(v~I/( V)dV nlν~l ) ..J /( J. I I1l ν~ I) 

This expression gives the functional form of 

(l-ykTln(vOl )/Vmax)/( l-YkTbln(γot )/V max) for 

kT ln( vot ) < V max' The experimental results shown in 

Fig. 3 are weIl fitted by this expression， if we consider two 

distributions of potential barriers. In fact， fittiQ.ιby the 

expression 0.7 (1-0.089VT )/( 1-0.089下/T，，) for 

T < 125 K， plus 0.3 (1-0.067〆子)/(1-0.067y云)for 

T < 225 K， gives a good result. The obtained maximum 

barrier heights for two distributions are 0.36 and 0.65 eV. 

The hole structures are also erasable by the broad-band 

light exposure. The light-induced hole-自llingspectrum is 

shown in Fig. 4. Hole fiIling takes place even when the 
transparent region of the CuBr absorption spectrum is 

excited， as is shown in Fig. 4(a). As low as 1.2 eV， 

broad-band infrared light erased the hole. The hole局

長llingefficiency depends on the photon energy， and de-
creases monotonously with the decrease in the photon en-

ergy. The erased spectrum almost returns to the spec-

CuBr in glass 

(a) 2.78 eV 

14 K 

(b) 3.26 eV 
ト 寸一

ち

6
4
1

I ， ，色， 1. ，..1" ， ，1." ILιιム

3 3.1 3.2 3 3.1 3.2 

PHOTON ENERGY (eV) 

FIG. 4. Light-induced holと-fillingexperiments for case (a)， in 

which the erase light energy， 2.78 eV， is below the absorption 
edge of the CuBr弓uantumdots， and for case (b)， in which the 
erase light energy， 3.26 eV， is above the absorption edge. The 
spectral width of the erase light is 0.07 eV. Exposure [Imes for 

spectra l( r)， 2(2')， and 3(3') are 0， 120， and 3000 s， respective-
ly. Dashed lines show the derivative of the absorption spec-

trum. 

trum of the virgin sample， when the erasむ lightis belo¥V 

the absorption edge of the CuBr quantum dots. On the 

other hand， when the absorption band of CuBr dots is ex-
cited by the broad“band light， it causes hole filling more 

efficiently than the below-absorption-edge light， but the 
persistent wavy structure coming from the redshift of the 

absorption spectrum is more enhanced， as is seen in Fig. 
4(b). 

The observation of the PSHB phenomenon， hole per-
sistency， and thermal-annealing and light-induced hole 
fiIling， is confirmed in this way in CuBr quantum dots 

embedded in glass. The following is the most probable 

scenario of the observed PSHB phenomena. Photoexcit-

ed exciton in a CuBr dot is localized somehow， and an 
electron is trapped at the surface of the dut. A hole es-

capes from the dot， tunnels through the potential barrier 
in glass， and is trapped at the H 1 + center in the glass 

hOSt.11 The potential barrier height between CuBr quan幽

tum dots and traps in glass is considered to be broadly 

distributed， and the maximum heights 0.36 and 0.65 e V 

are reasonably less than the di百erencein the energy gaps 

of CuBr and glass.12 An exciton bound to an ionized 

donor or an ionized acceptor is a well-known problem in 

analogy with the problem of H2
十

. In the case that the 

mass ratio of electron to hole， m，t /mh*' is less than 0.4， 

the exciton is bound to an ionized donor but is not bound 

to an ionized acceptor. 13 From the values of 

me* =0.28mo and mh* = 1.4mO，14 me* /mh*ニ 0.2holds， so 

that the exciton is not bound to an electron trapped at 

the surface of dots. In this case， Coulomb interaction in 
the dots causes the blueshift of the exciton energy， which 
results in hole burning and induced absorption at the 

high-energy side. This explains the observed main hole 
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and the associated induced absorption at the higher噂

energy side. Spatial1y separated electrons and holes apply 

the local electric field to CuBr dots and cause the 

quantum‘confined Stark effect. The effect gives the reι 

shift of the exciton structure. Not only photoexcited dots 

but also nonphotoexcited dots feel the electric長eldbe-

cause of the long-range character of the Coulomb fielι 

The ensemble of dots shows the quantum鴨 confinedStark 

shift. Therefore， the redshift of the inhomogeneously 

broadened absorption spectrum is observed. 

The spectral hole and the redshift of the absorption 

spectrum behave similarly in Figs. 2， 3， and 4(a). Now we 

can clearly understand these observations on the photo-

ionization model. The only difference is observed in Fig. 

4(b). When the erase light energy Is below the absorption 

edge of CuBr dots， trapped holes are excited and recom-
bine with electrons localized at the interface of dots. 

This process erases both the burned hole structures and 

the wavy structures coming from the redshift of the ab-

sorption spectrum， because the photoionized dots return 
to deionized dots. On the other 'hand， the broad erase 
1ight above the absorption edge of CuBr dots may deiorト
ize the burned dots but ionize many unburned dots. The 

former process fills the burned hole and reduces the red-

shift. However， the latter process fills the burned hole， 
gives the photoproduct which fills the hole burned previ-

1A‘1. Ekimov， AI.L. Efros， and A. A. Onushchenko， Solid State 
Commun.56，守21(1ヲ85)，

2A. D. Yolfe， Adv. Phys. 42， 173 (993)， and references therein. 
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tum Dots (World Scientific， Singapore， 1993). 
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ously， and increases the redshift， because the trapped car-
rier density increases. 

Photoionized dots and trapped holes are stable enough 

to give the PSHB at low temperature. There are many 

spatial arrangements for electrons and holes in both dots 

and glass. A variety of the spatial arrangements induce 

the additional inhomogeneous broadening of the absorp-

tion spectra of CuBr dots. The presence of the inhomo-

geneous broadening coming from the carrier distribution 

satisfies the basic requirement of the PSHB. 

There are several reports about long-lived spectral 
changel5-17 and the Stark effect 18 in semiconductor 

弓uantum dots. The observed spectral change is the 

broadening of the inhomogeneously broadened absorp-

tion spect1'a， similar to the 1'edshift of them obse1'ved in 

this paper， and is not the hole bu1'ning. Although the 

spectral changes we1'e due to the broadening of the ab-

sorption spectra， they were explained by the t1'apped-
carrie1'-induced quantum拘 confined Sta1'k effect on the 
basis of thei1' similarity to the Stark effect data 15，17 01' the 

simulated result.16 In CuBr quantum dots， on the other 
hand， we observed the small redshift of the Z 1，2 exciton 

absorption spectrum. We feel there remains an urト

resolved question about the spect1'al change of quantum 

dots induced by the Sta1'k e立、ct. Further study is neces-

sary to resol ve the弓uestion.
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A quantum size e百ectof nanometer-size CuI microcrystallites (nanocrystals) embedded in glass was 

investigated and was found to follow the strong-confinement model. PersIstent spectral hole burning and 

thermally annealing hole良llingphenomena were observed in samples (CuI nanocrystals in glass). 

Unusualluminescence behavior Ouminescence elongation followed by the increase of light 以 posure)was 

also observed. These observed phenomena are explained by the photoionization model of nanocrystals. 

Quantum size effects of nanometer-size semiconductor 

microcrystallites (nanocrystals) have been extensively iル

vestigated recently. They are classified into two 

categories， a strong-confinement regime where electrons 

and holes are individually 弓uantum confined， and a 

weaιconfinement regime where excitons are quantum 

confined， depending on the size ratio of R /αB' where R is 

the radius of nanocrystals， and a B the exciton Bohr ra制

dius of the bulk crystal. 1-J Ideally， the strong 

con長nement corresponds to the case of R / a Bくくし and

the weak con長nementto the case of R /αβ>>1. Strong-
and weak地 confinementregimes are shown to be two limit-

ing cases of a uni長edtheory for the弓uantumsize effect of 

nanocrystals given by Kayanuma and quantitative cri-

teria for the boundary betw色en the two regimes are 

clarified by the theory.4 The criteria are R / a B三4for the 

regime of exciton confinement， R / a B :S 2 for the regime 

of individual electron hole confinement， and 2三R/αB三4
for the intermediate regime. 

CuCl nanocrystals， whose radius is larger than a few 

nanometers， are the typical materials of the weak 

confinement， 1，5 because aB is as small as 0.68 nm. In fact， 
the experimental blueshift of the exciton structure is well 

explained by the exciton confinement model， when R 
ranges from 1.5 to 10 nm. Exciton Bohr radii of CuI is 

1.5 nm，5 which is larger than thとBohrradius of CuCl. If 
R / a B is smaller than 4 corresponding to R三6nm， 
Kayanuma's criteria tell us that CuI nanocrystals do not 

follow the weak-confinement model. 6 However， the 
quantum size effect of the CuI nanocrystals has been a 
priori classified into the weaιconfinement regime on the 

experimental data of a sample with unknown size distri-

bution.5 In another publication，7 the quantum size effect 

of the CuI nanocrystals also has been classified into the 

weak巴 confinementregime on the experimental data of a 

few samples with a highly dispersive radius distribution 

of nanocrystals peaked at 1.6 and 2 nm. The question 

about the a priori assumption and the discrepancy be-

tween experiments and theory should be solved by the 

systematic experimental study of the quantum size effect 

of CuI nanocrystals. 

Another aim of this study is to c1arify whether the 
phenomenon of persistent spectral hole burning (PSHB) 

occurs in CuI nanocrystals or not. PSHB has been ob-

0163・1829/95/52(11)/7834(4)/$06.∞

served in several kinds of semiconductor nanocrystals， 
such as CdSe， CdSSe， CuCl， and CuBr， embedded in glass 

or crystals.8
-

11 Generality of these phenomena in semi-

conductor nanocrystals should be tested more by chang‘ 

ing the materIals. If we can find features related to the 
PSHB phenomena， they will serve as another hint for the 

clarification of the phenomena. 

Samples studied in this work are nanometer-size CuI 

nanocrystals embedded in sodium-aluminoborosilicate 

glass. The size of the nanocrystals was changed by heat 

treatment and was measured by small幽 anglex-ray scatter-

ing. The small-angle x-ray scattering measurement was 

done by using a 0.15“nm xィay，monochromator output of 
the electron synchrotron orbital radiation， and a 

position.公ensitive pr左oportional cou山jμnter盲二‘ F、or the 10 、w恒

t臼empeむra針tureoptical m ω S以山llr代G凶Iηrne釘∞n日t，samples were directly 
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FIG. 1. Absorption spectra of CuI nanocrystals embedded in 

glass at 2 K. Average radii of nanocrystals 1， 2， and 3 are 4.8， 

3.5， and 2.9 nm， respectively. Arrowed positions are Zu， Hl' 
and H 2 exciton energies in bulk CuI crystals. 
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immersed in superfluid He held in a double Pyrex Dewar 

or were mounted on a cold finger of a closed-cycle-type 

helium cryostat. The optical absorption measurement 

was done by using a halogen lamp. The hole burning was 

done' by using a narrow-band dye laser (Lumonics; HD幽

500) pumped by a Q-switched NdJ+:y AG  (yttrium-

aluminum garnet) laser (Spectra Physics; GCR-3). The 

spectrallinewidth of the dye laser was 0.014 meV and the 

pulse duration was 5 ns. A halogen lamp was used for 

the optical absorption measurement of the sample before 

and after the narrow-band dye laser Irradiation. The ab-

sorption spectral change -6.αd is defined as the 

difference in the absorbance of the laser irradiated sample 

from that of the virgin sample. The luminescence mea-

surement was done by using the third harmonics of the 
Nd3+:y AG laser. 

Absorption spectra of samples show the Z 1，2 e:xciton 

structure whose energy increases with the decrease of the 

size， as shown in Fig. 1. Besides the Z l.2 exciton struc噛

ture， the H I and H 2 exciton structures observed in hex幽

agonallayered CuI (Ref. 12) appear in the nanocrystals of 

large size but are obscured in smaIler size nanocrystals.7 

Blueshift of the Z l.2 exciton structure is plotted in Fig. 
3 as a function of the average radius of nanocrystals. The 

average radius of nanocrystals， R， is estimated from the 

Guinier plot of the small-angle x-ray scattering data of 

Fig. 2.13 The plot shows straight lines， which denote the 

monodispersive size distribution. The average radius 

ranges from 2.3 to 5.1 nm. The blueshift calculated on 

the simplest strong-con長nementmodel is shown by a 

solid line in Fig. 3. It is expressed by 6.E =先21T2/2μR2， 
where μ=( l/me*十 1/m，7)-1 is the reduced mass. 
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FIG. 2. Guinier plot of the small-angle x-ray scattering in岨

tensity. S2 is detined by sin28/入2，where 8 is the scattering an-

gle and入=0.15nm is the wavelength of the x ray. Samples 1， 

2， and 3， respectively show the absorption spectra 1， 2， and 3 in 
Fig.l. 
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Values of me* =0. 33mo， m/~ 出 1.40，町， a凶 μ=0.27m

are adopted for the calct叫Iバla剖tiぬor口1.1同 The strong-

C∞onf主'inemeむ叩n川ltmod 乙els泊atis討f、三ac叫toωrilye似xp凶3汁la幻1I川1Sthe experimen-

tal blueshift仁. Si之e-dependelハ1t blueshift is much larger 

than that expected from the wealく吻confinementmodel， be働

cause exciton translational mass， 1.73mo， is 6.4 times 

larger than the reduced mass. On the basis of the agree-

ment between experimental data and the strong相

con長nement model， we concluded that the weak-

confinement model does not hold， but the strong-

con長nementmodeI holds for CuI nanocrystaIs whose ra-
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FIG. 4. Top: Absorption spectrum of a virgin sample， CuI 

nanocrystals embedded in glass. A verage radius of nanocrystals 

is 3.5 nm. Bottom: The absorption spectral change of the sam-

ple after the spectrally narrow laser exposure. The sample was 

excited by 1800 shots of dye laser pulses with the photon energy 

of 3.130 eV， and an excitation energy density of 80μ1/cm 2 • 
Long dashed lines show the zero base. 
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for kT ln( v()t)~ Vma'¥' if a 長tting parameter 

下/k ln{ vot) / V max is set to be 0.07 K -1 /2. Here ln( vor) is 

the logarithm of the product of the frequency factor and 

the annealing time， which is given by 32-35， and V max is 

the maximum barrier height. This functional form is de-

rived on the model for the thermally activated barrier 

crossing process across the distributed potential height. 17 

The maximum barrier height estimated on this model is 

0.6 eV. 

PhotoionIzation of the sIte selectively excited nano-

crystals and carrier tunneling into traps in the host ma-

terials are considered to be the mechanisms for the PSHB 

phenomenon of CuCl and CuBr nanocrystals.11 The 

same scenario is considered to hold for CuI nanocrystals， 

because characteristic features of hole bllrning and hole 

filling observed in CllI nanocrytals are the same as ob-

served in CllCI and CllBr nanocrystals. 

The presence of carrier trapping is supported by the 

following unusual phenomena of luminescence. The 

luminescence spectrum of CuI nanocrystals shows a 

Stokes shift from the absorption peak of the Z 1.2 exciton. 

The low-energy tad of the lllmIneSCence spectrum is 

below the Z 12 free-exciton energy， 3.06 eV， of bulk Cul. 

These results suggest lhe luminescence comes fro01 the 

localized or bOllnd exciton. With the Increase 01' the in-

FIG. 6. Thermal cycling e百ectof the luminescence of CuI 

nanocrystals embedded in glass. The absorption spectrum of 

the sample at 2 K is shown by the dashed line. The average ra駒

dius of nanocrystals is 2.9 nm. Spectrum 1 was taken at 20 K 

under the excitation density of 50μJ/cm2 at 3.49 e Y， after the 

sample had been exposed by integrated excitation density of 600 

mJ/cm2
. Then the sample temperature was elevated to 77 K 

and cooled down to 20 K again. Spectrum 2 was taken just after 

the temperature cycle at 20 K under the excitation density of 50 
μJ/cm2 at 3.49 eV. After that， the sample was exposed by the 

integrated excitation density of 6∞mJ/cm2 at 3.49 eY. Spec-

trum 3 was taken after lhe 6oo-mJ/cm2 exposure at 20 K under 

the excitation density of 50μJ/cm2 at 3.49 eV. 
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dius ranges from 1.5aB to 3.4aB. 

Persistent spectral hole burning phenomena were ob-

served in CuI nanocrystals， in the same way as CuCl， 
CllBr， and CdSe nanocrystals. 8-11 Figure 4 shows the 

absorption spectrum and the absorption spectral change 

ームαd. The absorption spectral change consists of a 

spectral hole (open circle)， phonon sideband holes (open 

triangle)， and an induced absorption structure (open 

square). Energy separation between the main hole and 

the phonon sideband hole agrees with the transverse optト

cal phonon energy of CuI， 16.5 me V. 15 The absorption 

spectral change is conserved for more than 2 h at 2 K. 
The hole depth was found to increase almost in propor-

tion to the logarithm of the laser fluence. Similar loga-

rithmic growth was observed for CuCI and CuBr nano略

crystals.11 The logarithmic hole growth indicates the 

broad distribution of the burning rate. The brcad distrI-

bution is explained by the presence of the tunneling pro-

cess through the potential barrier with broadly distribut-

ed barrier height and thickness.16 Thermally annealing 

hole filling is also observed. The experimental procedure 

is the same as described previously.11 With the increase 

of annealing temperature， the depth of the hole made at 

13.5 K decreases and disappears at about 200 K. The 

temperature dependence was found to be well自ttedby 

the functional form of 

FIG. 5. Luminescence spectra of CuI nanocrystals embedded 

in glass at 2 K. The absorption spectrum of the sample is 

shown by a dashed line. The average radius of nanxrystals is 

3.7 nm. Excitation laser pulses with the photon energy of 3.49 

eV and the excitation density of 5 mJ/cm2 hit the sample. Spec-

tra 1， 2， 3， and 4 correspond to accumulated luminescence sig-

nals of the sample excited by 3000 shots of laser pulses obtained 

after 0， 4500， 16500， and 31 500 shots of the laser exposure， rじ-

spectively. 
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tegrated intensity of laser exposure， the luminescence In-

tensity increases， as is shown in Fig. S. However， the 

luminescence intensity is quenched after the annea1ing 
cycle， as is shown in Fig. 6. These characteristic phe-

nomena of luminescenc己areexplained， if the carrier trap-

ping at the capture centers in the host glass is saturated 

with the increase of the laser fiuence and if trapped caト

riers are released with the rise in temperature. We specu-

late localized or bound excitons formed from free exci-

tons in nanocrystals are radiatively annihilated or nonra-

diatively decay through Ionization， tunneling， and cap-

ture by traps in the host glass. The number of traps that 

are easily accessible by tunneling from nanocrystals are 

finite and traps seized by carriers become ineffective. 

This Is the reason that the carrier trapping at the capture 

centers is saturated. A rise in temperature causes the 

thermal activation of the trapped carriers at the capture 

centers. Activated carriers are radiatively or nonradia也

tively annihilated. As a result， traps in the host become 

effective again. In this way， the above怯 mentionedunusuaI 

phenomena of luminescence are explained by the same 

scenario as is used to explain the PSHB phenomena. 

In summary， the弓uantumsIze e百ectof nanometer-size 

CuI microcrystalIites (nanocrystals) was investigated. 
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Exciton localization and decomposition dynamics in cuprous halide nanocrystals 
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(Received 10 Jllly 1996) 

We report temporal changes of luminescence and absorption (differential transmission) 01' excitons in 
nanometer-size semiconductor crystals (nanocrystals) of CllCl embedded in NaCl or in glass、andCuBr nano-
crysrals embedcled in glass. ln CuCI nanocrystals in NaCl. an exciton relaxes nonracliatively to some localized 
state. In CllCl and CuBr nanocrystals in glass. lhe temporal changes of the differential transmission have a 
longer decay component in addition to the fnst decay component which agrees with the luminescence decay. 
This reSll!t suggests exciton decomposition und (he existence of an electron or a hole remainder in the nano・

crysrals. The decay lime of lhe longer decay componen( increases by the nccumulation of photoexcitation. This 
phenomenon indicates persistent trapping of carriers in the glass matrix， which is concerned with persistent 
spectral hole burning in nanocrystals. [SO 16子1829(96)I 1449ぺ)

1. INTRODUCTION 

1n this decade. semiconductor nanometer二sizemicrocrys抽

tallites (nanocrystals) have atfracred much attention even 
since the quantllm size effect was observed in them.I

-
4 One 

of the interests in nanocrystals is mori vated by theoretical 
studies of the enhancement of the oscillatof strength and the 
third時 ordersusceptibility for confined excitonic syslems.5.6 A 
supeI二radiantdecay， in the sense [hm a coherently super‘ 

posed polarization is involvecl， was reported in Wannier ex~ 
~itons in CuCI nanocrystals.7.8 

ln the studies mentioned above the optical properties of 
1-VII nanocrystals were characterized ol1ly by the守uantllm
con兵nement，and little anention seemed ro be paid to the 
effect of the surface 01' the interface of nanocrystals embed白

ded in crystals 01' glasses. In II-V1 nanocrystals which show 
large Stokesωshifted exciton lllminescence， the importance of 
surface states was recognized and swdiecl.9 ln another paper 
on II也 Vlnanocrystals， photoionization of nanocrystals is 
cliscllssed.IO ln addition， nanocrystalline sysrems including 
1-VII nanocrystals widely reveal persistent spectral hole 
bllrning， and this phenomenon sllggesrs electron or hole trap-
ping ar the surface 01' in the matrix (photoionizarion of 
nanocrystals).11-13 Therefore， it is possible thm the relaxation 

of excitons in 1-VII nanocrystals is affected by the surface 01' 

matrix states. ln other words. carrier transfer to the surface 01' 

the matrix may affect the relaxation mechanism of excitons. 
As for the sys日msin which charge transfer takes place in 

real space， type-1I qllantum wells are known. 1n type-fI 
(Al，Ga)As/ AIAs quantum wells， the real-space r -X transfer 
of electrons determines the lifetime of lllminescence of 

r -f heavy-hole excitons， since the lowest conduction-band 

state is in the X minima of the AIAs layers. 1n these systems， 

the luminescence lifetime of f -f excitoHs is reported to be 
in an order of 100 fs ~ 10 ps; 1<1.15 this time corresponds to the 
transfer-time of photoexcited electrons from the f state in 
welI layers [0 the X state in AIAs layers. However， temporal 

changes of induced absorption show not only the similar fast 
decay (100 fs-IO ps) bllt also much slower tai1.15.16 This 
slower component mainly reflects annihilation of holes re-

maining in the f valence state in 

1n order to investigate carrier dynamics in intrinsic semi-
condllctors， timeωresolvecl measurements of luminescence as 
well as induced absorption are useful. Exciton luminescence 
is proportional tO the nllmber of pairs of elecrrons and holes， 

while rhe sum of electron number ancl hole number is re-
Aected in incluced absorption. Since numbers of electrons 
ancl holes are e午Iellto each other in ordinary cases of intrin-
sic semiconductors， tempol及1change of the luminescence in“ 

tensity and that of the induced absorption intensity agree 
with each other. Nevertheless， in such cases as typかIIqllan“ 

tum wells where electrons and holes are decomposed into 
different layel丸 temporalchanges of luminescence and in駒

duced absorplion can be differenl from each 0出er.M己asure司

ments of both experiments and comparison of them are use-
ful and ir:nportant to discuss carrier dynamics. 

In this paper， we repo口theexperimental srudy of tempo-
ral changes of lllminescence and differential transmission of 
九Vannierexcitons iH CuCl nanocrystaIs embedded in NaCl 
crystals， and ClICl or ClIBr natlOcrystals embedded in 
glasses. From these resul'ts， we clarify an importam role of 
“localized" or trap states on rhe relaxation mechanisms of 
excirons. Then， we discuss the relation between the relax~ 
ation mechanism and persistent hole事 bumingphenomena. 

II. EXPERIMENT AL PROCEDURE 

The samples lInder invesrigmion a印 CuClnanocryslals 
embedded in ?Jael crysift!{s，11ifctICi llanocrys[ais embedded 

in glass， and ClIBr fwnocrystals embedded in glass (potaシ
sillm aluminoborosilicate glass was l:Ised for the glass ma-
trix). These nanocrystals were grown by heat treatment. The 
mean sizes of the nanocrystu'ls were measured by small-angle 
x-ray scattering and were 2.5 nm for CuCl nanocrystals in 
NaCl， 3.5 nm for ClICl nanocrystals in glass， and 3.6 nm for 
ClIBr nanocrystals in glass. The samples were directly Im-
mersed in superftllid helium at 2 K in an oprical cryostat. ln 
order to measll're absorption spectra， a halogen lamp was 
lIsed. As an exciting source for measurement of lumInes-

cence， freqllency-doubled 100-fs ptllses fro.m a mode-Iocked 
Ti:sapphire laser were used. The excitation photon energy 
was 3.37 eV. Temporal changes of luminescence were mea-

0163‘1829/96/54(23)/16952(6)/$10.00 54 16952 。1996The American Physical Society 
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FIG‘ 2. (u) Absorption spectrum of CuCI nanocrysluls embecl-
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excitalion photon energy of 3.37 e V. (c) Temporal chunge 01' lumi-
nescence at 3.21 eV shuWI¥ on a log scale. The excitation dCl1sity is 
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FIG. 1. (a) Absorption spectれ1mof ClICI nanocrystaIs embed-
ded in NaCI cI)'staI measllred at 2 K. (b) Luminescence spectrum 
with an excitation photon energy of 3.37 e V. (c) TemporaI change 
of Iuminescence at 3.25 eV shown 011 a log scale. The excitation 
density is 0.1μJ/cm 2. (CI) Temporal change of differen!ial trans-
mission at 3.25 eV shown on a log scale. The excitation densily is 
'2uμ31こm2.(e) Temporai changes of luminescence (circles) and 
differentia[ transmission (Jine) shown on a linear scale. 

cence pe沿く withthe absorption peak of rhe 23 exciron， we 

品川1that this lu01inescence shows Stokes shifr of ~ 12 O1eY. 

Thus the do01inant lu01inescence is thought to co01e fro01 。
20 so01e ‘localized" stare.'!.V 1n order to avoid the contribution 

of the "localized" srate to lhe lu01inescence and to discuss 

the dyna01ics of “free" 23 excilon， we O1ade experiments of 

time-resolved ll101inescence and pllmp-probe measuremems 

at 3.25 eY deωted by the circle in Fig. 1 (a) 

Figure 1 (c) shows the se01ilogarithmic plot of the te01po時

ral change of the lu01inescence observed at 3.25 eY; the 

excitation density was 0.1μ1/cm 2. We find that this ll101i-

nescence decay cannol be filted by singleωexponential decay 

but by two exponential decay; two decay time constants are 
approximately 100 ps and 2 ns. Figure 1 (d) shows the tem-

poral change of differenlial trans01ission at 3.25 e Y plotted 

on a log scale lInder the excitation density of 20μ1/c01 2 

This profile also shows two-exponential decay wirh decay 

li01e constanls of ~ 100 ps and ~ 2 ns， and is quite similar [Q 

the luminescence-decay pro日lein Fig. 1 (c). In Fig. 1 (e)， bOlh 

of the temporal changes in Figs， 1 (c) and 1 (d) are plotted on 

a linear scale; circles are the resulrs of the ll101inescence and 

the line is of rhe differential trans01ission. We自n“dt出h凶hat叫tb加ot出h 

da剖taare in good agree01ent仁. Slighr d出if打ferenceof r吋is記etimes 

around 0 p戸sbe民tweentwo data comes f仕'roo1lhe diはfferenceof 

the time resol川uは川tionbetween the two experiments. 

Figme 2 shows reslllts for ClICI nanocrystals in' glass. 

sllred by using a synchroscan streak camera. Time resollltion 

of this measllre01ent was about 15 ps. In order to obtain 

te01poral changes of differential transmission by pu01p-probe 

measurements， frequency-dol1bled pulses with a repetirion 

rate of 250 kHz fro01 a regenerative ampli自erof the Ti:sap-

phire laser were used. A laser beam was split into two; one is 

lIsed as a pump beam， and the other wilh the intensity of 

~ 1110 of the pu01p beam was used as a probe bea01. Time 

resolution of this pump-probe measurement was about 300 

fs. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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A. Comparison of temporal changes bet ween luminescence 

and differential transmission 

Figure 1 (a) shows the absorption spectru01 of ClICl 

nanocrystals embedded in NaCI obtained at 2 K. The 23 and 

21.2 exciton peaks are located around 3.22 eY and 3.30 eY， 

respectively. Figure 1 (b) shows the lu01inescence spectrum. 

This luminescence can be rol1ghly separated Into two p;:江ts;

one peak is located at 3.175 e Y and the other broader lllmi-

nescence band with several structures Is arol1nd 3.21 e V. The 

pe泣く at3.175 e V is attribllted to an exciton bOllnd to a nel1-

tral acceptor 1，，'ヲandwe do not disCllSS this peak in this 

paper. The other lllminescence band arollnd 3.21 e Y corre-

sponds to the 23 excilon. When we co01pare thエll101ines骨
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Figure 2(a) shows the absorptIon spectrum and Fig. 2(b) 
shows the luminescence spectrum. ¥Ve find that the lumines-
cence band is overlapped with the absorption band of the 
Z) exciton. Disagreement between the luminescence pe泣く
and the absorption peak may come from smaller luminescent 
efficiency of smaller nanocrystals wIlh larger absorption 
photon energy. Figure 2(c) shows the temporal change of the 
luminescence observed at the luminescence-pe討く energyof 
3.21 e V denoted by the circle in Fig. 2(a); the excitarion 

っ
density was 0.004μJ/cm L. も'e自ndthat this luminescence 
decay is well fitred by the single-exponential decay; the de-

cay time constant is approximately 100 ps. 
Figure 2(d) shows the temporal change of differential 

transmission at 3.21 eV under the excitation density of 0.4 
μJ/cm 2. Although the temporal changes of luminescence 

and differential transmission of CuCl nanocrys凶Isin NaCl in 
Fig. 1 (e)紅 equite similむ toeach other. the profiles of CuCl 
nanocrystals in glass in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) are different. 
Even if we use the same excitation density in both experi-
ments. this disagreement remains. The profile of differenrIal 
transmission in Fig. 2(d) cannot be fitted by single-
exponential decay. but by two回 exponentialdecay; the fast 
decay time constant is ~ 100 ps， which agrees with the decay 
time constant of luminescence in Fig. 2(c)， and the slow 
decay time constant is ~ 1 ns. 1n Fig. 2(e)， both of the tem-
poral changes in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) are plotted together. 
From 0 ps to 100 ps two data agree well with each other. 
Then the luminescence (circles) decays in a single-
exponential profile， while the differential transmission (line) 
has a longer decay component. 

The results of CuBr nanocrystals in glass shown in Fig. 3 
are similar to the results of CuCI nanocrysta!s in glass. Fig-

ure 3(a) shows the absorption spectrum， and the Z 1，2 absorp-
tion band is located around 3.07 eV. Figure 3(b) shows the 
luminescence spectrum. The luminescence band is at the 
lower-energy tail of the absorption band. 

Figure 3(c) shows the temporal change of the lumines-
cence observed at the luminescence-peak energy of 3.02 eV 
denoted by the circle in Fig. 3(a); the excI[ation density was 
0.1 μ]Icm 2. We find that this luminescence decay is well 
fit日dby single-exponential decay with the decay time con-
stant of -20 ps. Figure 3(d) shows the temporal change of 
differential transmission at 3 

B. Relaxation mechanism of excitons 

In CuCI nanocrystals in NaCl， the Z) exciton relaxes in 
the decay time constants of ~ 100 ps and ~ 2 ns. As will be 

discussed in the forthcoming paper， luminescence rise is ob-
served at the lower energy (~3.20 e V) region of the “local-

ized" state; the rise time agrees with the fast decay time (in 

this case. ~ 100 ps) in the high-energy region of the“free" 

Z) exciton. Therefore， the fast decay component of ~ 100 ps 
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FIG. 3， (a) Absorplion speclfulli of Cusr nanocrystals emb己d-

ded in glass measured al 2 1く.(b)しりminescencespeclllJm will1 lhe 
excitation pholOn energy of 3，37 eV， (c) Temporal change of lumi-
nescence at 3.02 eV shown 011 a log scale， The excit:llion clensity is 
0.1 μJ/cm 1. (cI) Telllporal chnnge of di fferenlial transrnission at 
3.02 e V shown 011 a log scale. Thじ cxcitutiondensity is .:l 

μJ/cm:2. (e) Temporal changes of lurninescence (circles)・anddiffer-
ential transmission (Iine) shown on a linear scale. 

is thought to be nonradiative relaxation time froni the “free )) 
2) exciton to the‘'localized" state (かthedetailed experimenル司

tal results and d出liscussionwill be shown in the subsequent 
pap戸仰eむr斗-

means t出h，叫ltso印menanocryst泊alshave no ‘“叶‘'localizedぜ))swte to 
which“free" Z1 excitons will relax. We assume that this 
time constant of ~ 2 ns corresponds to the radiative recom-
bination time of the exciton. The exciton relaxation dynam-
ics in CuCl nanocrystals in NaCI mentioned above is de-
picted in Fig. 4(a) 

ln CuCl (CllBr) nanocrystals in glass， the temporal 
change of luminescence does not agree with that of differen弛

tial transmission. This reslllt can be understood by nonradi-
ative decomposition of excitons as is depicted in Fig. 4(b). ln 
some nanocrystals， a photoexcited exciton is decomposed 
nonradiatively into an electron and a hole. They may be 
trapped into defects or surfaces. We assume that an electron 
or a hole remains in the nanocrystal and that an electron-hole 
pair recombine nonradiatively in the time constant of -I ns 

in CuCI nanocrystals in glass (~70 ps in CuBr nanocrystals 
in glass). Then these nanocrystals contritute to the longer 

decay time constant of -1 ns (-70 ps) of the differential 

transmission， but not to luminescence. In other nanocrystals. 
excitons relax radiatively or nonradiatively in the decay time 

constant of ~ 100 ps (~20 ps)， which is reftected in the fast 
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FIG. 4. Schematic drawing of relaxauon mechanisms of exci-

tons in CuCl nanocrystals embedded in NaCl crystal. and in CuCl 
(or CuBr) nanocrystals embedded in glass. 

FIG. S. Photoaccumulation effects on the temporal changes of 
differential transrnission in (a) CuCl or (b) CuBr nanocrystals em-
bedded in glass. Three temporal changes drawn by symbols紅 e

measured successively from the top to出eboctom. The .accumulated 
excitation densities (and the pump-beam densities in出ep紅 白 山 -

ses) are shown in the figure.百leexcitation photon energy was (a) 

3.22 eV or (b) 3.09 eV. Lines are results of fitting by the two-

exponential decay of 10 [αexp( -t/ Ta)十bexp(-c/九)].

different decomposition probability between excitons in the 

nanocrystals in glass and those in the nanocrystals in NaCl. 

C. Photoaccumulatioo effect on the transmission time trace 

In the temporal changes of differential transmission in 

CuCl or CuBr nanocrystals in glass. we noticed the photo-

accumulation effect. Figure 5 shows the results of (a) CuCl 

and (b) CuBr nanocrystals in glass. In both the samples， 

three time traces drawn by symbols were obtained succes-

sively from the top to the bottom. For CuCl nanocrystals in 

glass， the accumulated excitation densities and the pump‘ 

beam energy densities in the parentheses were shown in Fig. 

5(a)， and the excitation photon energy was 3.22 eV. For 

CuBr nanocrystals in glass， the accumulated excitation den-

sities and the pump-beam densities were shown in Fig. 5(b)， 

and the excitation photon-energy was 3.09 eY. The results 

shown in Figs. 2(d) and 3(d) correspond to the top traces in 

Fig. 5 obtained at the smallest accumulated intensities. All 

the temporal changes in Fig. 5 can be fitted by two-

decay component of differential transmission and in出e

single-exponential decay of luminescence. In this way， we 

can explain出edisagreement between the temporal changes 

of the luminescence and the differential transmission. 

In our previous paper， we reported persistent spectral hole 

buming in CuBr nanocrystals in glass.13 This phenomenon 

was ascribed to electron trapping at the surface of the nano-

crystals and hole tunneling into traps in the glass host. Fol-

lowing this consideration， the fast decay time constant of 

~ 100 ps (~20 ps) corresponds to the trapping time of elec-

trons and the tunneling time of holes. The long decay time 

constant of ~ 1 ns ( ~ 70 ps) corresponds to the nonradiative 

recombination time between the electron at the surface and 

the hole at出etraps in the glass. At this time， some of these 

carriers remain without recombination， and induce persistent 

spectral hole buming. 

In CuCl nanocrystals in NaCI， the temporal changes of 

luminescence and differential transmission agree with each 

other， and thus we need not assume decomposition of exci-

tons. Considering that the band gap of NaCl is 8.6 e V (Ref. 
21) and the optical gap of the glass is 4.7 eV. barrier height 

for U1e carriers in CuCl nanocrystals in NaCl is higher than 

that in the glass matrix. This is thougbt to be the reason wby 

decomposition of excitons scarcely takes place in CuCl 

nanocrystals in NaCl. However， some excitons in CuCl 

nanocrystals in NaCI may be decomposed and electrons or 

holes may be trapped at the surface or in the matrix， which 

induces persistent spectral hole burning in CuCI nanocrystals 

in NaCl. The hole-buming quantum efficiency of CuCl 

nanocrystals in NaCl is smaller than that of CuCl nanocrys-

tals in glass，22 and this observation is consistent with出c
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exponemial decay， given by fu 

[σexp(-[/アυ)+bexp(-tjア!J)J. The used parameters for the 

五日ing in Fig. 5(a) are (1) 10= 1， 0=0.64， 九=71 ps， 

b = 0.35，アb=0.67 ns， (2) I()= 1.2， (/=0.75， T(l=71 ps， 

b=0.25， Tb=6.2 ns， and (3) 10=0.48， a=0.70，γa二74ps， 

b=0.30， Tb=2 ns. Here， I() in (1) was set to be unity， and 

1 () in (2) and (3)児presentsthe 出 ativeintensity. fn rhe same 

mannel¥the used parameters in Fig. 5(b) are (1) 10= 1 ， 

0=0.71， γο= 22 ps， bご 0.29. ア!J二67 ps. (2) 10=29， 

a = 0.86，九二 43ps音 b=0.24，Tb=250 ps， and (3) 10=0.52， 

a = 0.85，γα= 38 ps， b = O. t 5，γb = 280 ps. 
When we compare the trace (1) with the trace (3)， we can 

find that the fast decay time constant is about the same but 
the longer decay time constant increases. These traces (1) 
and (3) were obtained by rhe same pump density bllt a dif-
ferent aCCllmlllated density. If we compare rhe time integral 
of trace (1) with that of trace(3)， we find that the integral 
was scarcely changed. We can say that the photoaccumula-
tion effect means the increase of the long decay time con-
stant which was ascribed to the nonradiative 1'ecombination 
time discussed in the p1'evious section. 

The increase of the long decay time constant can be ex】

plained by the following scenario concemed with persistent 
spectral hole buming. A photoexcited exciton is decom-
posed， and then the electron is captured訂 thesurface and the 
hole is at the trap in the glass. At the small accumulated 
densities， the hole is captured by a trap near the photoexcited 
nanocrystal. At this time， an exciton is easily decomposed in 
a nanocrystal when a trap is located near the nanocrysral. 1n 

this case， the elecrron and the hole recombine quickly (-1 

ns for CuCl nanocrystals in glass， 01' -70 ps fo1' CuBr 
nanocrystals in glass)， and the small ponion of the pairs 3J'e 
left without recombination. These pairs induce persistent 
spe.ctral hole buming. With the increase of the accumulated 
density of photoexcitation， traps near nanocrystals capture 
holes and become inactive. Then a hole coming from the 
decomposed exciton is captured in traps distant from the 
nanocrystals. The recombination time of a far separa日d
electron-hole pair becomes longer. 1n this way， we can ex-
plain the increase of the long decay time constant in the 
transmission time trace. As for the relationship between this 
photoaccumulation effect and persistent spectral hole-
burning phenomena， we no 
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Commun. 56， 921 (1985). 

2L. E. Brus， J. Chem. Phys. 80，4403 (1984). 

3 A. D. Yoffe， Adv. Phys. 42， 173 (I993). 

the e!ectron-hole pair recombines nonradiatively (without !u-

minescence) 01' is lert withol1l recombination. Thus some of 
the separated pai1's without recombination indllce photoaccLl-

mulation effect on the differential transmission but not on 
luminescence. 

¥入ledid not observe the photoaccumulation effect on rhe 
transmission time trace in Cl1Cl nanocrystals in NaCl so far. 

In this system魯 rhelong decay time constant ( -2 ns) was not 
ascribed to rhe recombination rime of a separa日d and 

trapped electron-hole pl.lir but to rhe radiatIve recombinmion 
time of the exciton. ThllS the long decay componenr has no 
relation to the persistent spectral hole buming and the pho由

toaccumulation effecし Furtherexperimenral study is neces-
S3J-y to clarify rhe exciton dynamics causing hole四 burning

phenomena in CuCl nanocrystals in NaCl， because we did 
not find any photoaccumulation effect on the exciton dynam-
lCS. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We measured temporal changes of luminescence and ab-
sorprion of excitons in CuCl nanocrystals embedded in NaCl 
01' glass， and CllBr nanocrystals embedded in glass. Both of 
the temporal changes for CuCl nanocrystals in NaCl agree 
well with each other， and show two-exponential decay. Two 
decay time constanrs of ~ 100 ps and ~ 2 ns correspond to 
relaxation to the‘'loca1iz.ed" state and radiative recombina匂

tion， respectively. ln CuCl and CuBr nanocrystals in glass， 

the temporal cbanges of the differential t1'ansmIssIon show 
two-exponential decay， and are diffel噌entfrom the singk-
exponential luminescence decay; the decay time constant of 
the lumInescence agrees with the fasr decay time constant in 
the differential transmission. This disagreemenl between two 
decay pro削esshows nonradiari ve decomposition of excitons 
and existence of an electron 01' a hole remainder in rhe 
nanocrystals. 1n addirion， in the temporal changes of the dif-
ferential transmission in CuCl Ol・ CuBrnanocrystCils in glass， 

the decay time constant of rhe longer decay component in-
creases with the increase of accumulated excitation density. 
This result shows persistent trapping of carriers， which is 
thought to be the origin of persistent spectral hole-buming 
phenomena in nanocrystals. 
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Luminescence ho!e七umingphenomena were observed in CuCl司uantumdots embedded in a NaCl 
crystal. As a result of the selective excitation of the 23 excIton band of CuCI quantum dors， a resonantly 
bumed hole and moreover its sidebands appear in the luminescence spectrum. The Stokes shifl of the 
sidebands increases wi出 theIncrease in the buming photon energy. and its dependence is explained 
by the号uantumsize effect of the negatively charged exciton X -and the positive!y charged exciton 
X2 +. New exciton complexes. X-and X2

十
. contined in可uantumdo(s were nrst observed by the 

luminescence hole buming. [S0031-9007(96)O 1828-5] 

PACS numbers: 73.20.Dx. 71.35.-y， 78.40.Ha. 78.55.Fv 

The守uantumconfinement effect foτelectrons， holes， 

and excitons in semiconductor司uantumdots (QDs) has 
been studied extensively [1]. Many experimental results 
are systematically explained by a ratio of QD radius to the 
exciton Bohr radius [2]. 1n this sense， understanding of the 
quantum size effect for electrons， holes， and excitons is in 
the matured stage. However， the effect for bOllnd exciton 
complexes in semiconductor QDs have not been investi-
gated so far. 1t was pointed out that exciton complexes 
in semiconducror QDs play an important role in interest世

ing and applicable phenomena， sllch as persisrent spectral 
hole burning (PS丘B)[3-6]. Therefore， the study of exci-
ton complexes in semiconductor QDs is valuable to clarify 
their弓uantumsize effect and the mechanism of the PSHB. 

Excitons are bound to impurities or structural defects. 
1n a bulk CuCI crystal， bound excitons are observed as the 
11 and 12 luminescence lines [7]. 1n addition， the existence 
of positively (X2 +) and negatively (X一)charged excirons 
were predicted by Lampert [8]， and its existence in CuCl 
was suggested by Stebe et al. [9]. A negatively charged 
exciton is a complex composed of two electrons and a 
hole， analogous to H一. A positively charged exciton is a 
complex composed of an electron and two holes， analogous 
to H2' . They have been experimentally con白rmedin CdTe 
and GaAs quantum wells recently [10，11]. Steb己and
Ainane pointed out that the binding energy of the charged 
exciton is enhanced in a quantum well [12].. However， the 
charged exciton has never been observed in QDs. 1n this 
paper， we report the observation of the charged exciton 
in CuCI QDs and discuss their quantum size effect. The 
study is initiated by the observation of the luminescence 
hole burning (LHB) in CuCl QDs. 

The formation of a. spectral hole in luminescence， so-
called luminescence hole burning， was first reported in a 
dye by Gorokhovski et al. in 1974 and 1976 (13，14]. 1n 

spite of a long history of the phenomenon， it has been 

studied compared with the absorption hole burning. The 

LHB can give us additional information which the absorp-

tion hole burning cannot. An absorption spectrum simply 

rel1ects the joint density of initial and final states of the 
transition. On the other hand， a luminescenc:e spectrum 
re丹ectsthe relaxation mode of the luminescent excited 
states as weIl as the joint density of states. Therefore， 

in the LHB I the lowest-energy luminescent excited s(ates， 

sllch as boundδxcitons and the charged excitons， are sen-
sitively observed. The absorption hole spectrum co汀 b

sponds to the absorption spectrum of the QDs excited 
selecti vely. In the same way， the luminescence hole spec-
trum is recognized as the 111minescence spectrum of the 
QDs excited selectively. The fluorescence line narrowing 
(FLN) affords us similar infolmation as the LHB does. 
However， it is sometimむ difficultto obtain the spectrum 
near the excitation photon energy because of the scatter・&

ing of the excitation light. 1n the LHB experiment， on the 
other hand， it is comp訂 ativelyeasy to observe the accu-
rate hole spectrum even just at the burning energy， as is 
mentioned I'ater. ivloreover， in case of the sernieonductor 
QDs， the FLN signal is reduced， because the absorption 
of the selectively excited QDs is reduced with very large 
burning efficiency [1 S]. 1n these senses， the LHB experi-
ment is supe討orto the FLN experiment. 

First， the peculiar characteristics of the luminescence 
in CuCI QDs are explained in connection with the LHB. 
Figure 1 shows absorptiofl， luminescence， and absorption 
change spectra of the 23 exciton band in CuCl QDs em-
bedded in a ト~aCl crystal at 2 K. The luminescence was 
measured under the band-to-band excitation at 3.49 e V. 
The absorption spectra and the luminescence spectra inho-
mogeneously broadened partly because of the size dist司-
bution of QDs. The oscillatory fine structures come from 
a stepwise growth of the CuCl quantum cubes in a NaCl 
crystal [16]. Below 30 K， the luminescence pe討(shows 
the large Stokes shift in CuCI QDs in a NaCl crystal. h 
may be explained by the recombination of bound excitons 
[17]. However， an attentive investigation of the lumines司

cence was necessary for the definitive identification of the 

luminescence origin， because the luminescence spectrum 

changes with the increase of the accumulated light ex-

4942 0031-9007/96/77(24)/4942(4)$10.00 @ 1996 The American Physical Society 
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hole tunnels through the potenlial barrier in the hos( and 
is [mpped a[ a bound center in (he host. Anorher carrier 
remains in the QD， and the dot is lonized. According ro 
previous works [10，1 1]， a prere守uisitefor the observation 
of a negatively charged exciton is that sufliciently high 
densIty of electrons should exist for the observation and 
that the electron density mllS( not be so high as to screen 

the Coulomb intεmction workinσinside rhe exciton. For o 

example， in Iトdoped(~!O 16 cm -3) GaAs quantum wells 
and CdTe司uan出 mwells， the negati vely charged excitons 
were observed together with exci[Ons. When the charged 

exciton is observed， the exciton structure decreases and the 
charged exciton structure increases in the optical spectrllm 
with increasing the electron density. At higher e!ectron 

density， exciton and charged exciton strUC(UreS decrease 
and are replaced by broad， srructureless absorprion and 
emission peaks showing a Fermi-edge singularI[y. SUp明

posing that an elとctronis trapped in a QD whose mdius is 
5 nm， the electron density becomes 2 x 1018 cm ~3. The 
electron density is much higher than that in the preViOllS 1・e-
pons of the charged excitons in GaAs and CdTe. In a CllCI 
crystal， an exciton Bohr radillS is mllch smaller than the ra-
dius in GaAs or CdTe c[γstals. TherefOI‘弘 theCOlllomb 
screening hardly takes place in CllCI. We consider that 
the densiry is not llnreasonable for rhe obSerValIOn of the 
charged exciton in a CuCl crystal. 

The LHB experiment gives us detailed information for 
the indllCed lllminescence band. T'he experimental re-

slllt deflnitely shows that the indllCed luminescence band 
comes from rhe recombinalIon of charged excI[Qns con‘ 

兵ηedin QDs. The laser systern used in the LHB experi怯

ment was a Q-switched Nd3十
:Y AG laser and a dye laser 

pumped by it. The excitation pho[Qn energy of the dye 
laser was tuned to the Z3 exciton band of CuCI QDs. 
The spectral linewidth of the dye laser was 0.0'14 meV， 

which was much narrower than the instrumental resolu-
tion of the experiment. The rhird harrnonics of lhe Nd3十

YAG laser (3.49 eV) was llsed as a band-[O七andexcita也

tion light source for the meaSllrement of the lllminescence 
at 2 K. The laser pulse width was 5 ns， and the repeti-
tion rate was 30 Hz. For the observation of the LHB， the 
sample was excited alternatively by 3.49 eV and dye laser 

pulses， and a synchron 
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FIG. l. (a) Z3-excilOn absorptIon， (b) !uminescence， and (c) 
absorption change spectra of CuCl quantum dots in a NaC! 
crystal at 2 K. 
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posure. The luminescence spectral change is shown in 
Fig. 1 (b). The luminescence signals that were accumu-
lated during the sample was excited by 9000 shots of 

3.49 eV p山 eswith the energy density of 0.1 μ1/cm2 

The spectraαand βcoηespond to !uminescence after the 

sample was exposed [Q accumulated energy density of 0 
and 9.9 ml/cm2 of the 3.49 eV pulses， respectively. At 
low accumulated energy density， the luminescence peak 
almost agrees with the absorption peak. Therefore， the 
luminescence spect印 mαisconsidered to come from the 
recombination of free excitons confined in the dots. With 
the increase of the accumulated energy density， the lumト
nescence at the lower-energy tail marked by a solid circle 
grows. It is quenched after the thermal annealing cycle. 
The phenomena are similar to therrnally annealing hole 
fllling [3-6]. and the thermaJ quenching of the lumines-
cence elongation caused by the light exposure [6]. 

Figure 1 (c) shows the absorption spectral change after 

the luminescence changes from αto s. The minute struc-
tures in the differenrial absorption spectrum corresponds to 
those in the absorption spectrum one by one， and the in-

dllced absorption marked by .A. appears. The absorption 
change"takes place together with the Illminescence change. 

The energy position of the induced absorption band .A. 

coπesponds to that of the induced !uminescence band ・‘
Both the spectral changes are persistent. We consider that 
the induced lllminescence band comes from the charged 
exciton and is formed by the photoionization of QDs. 

A scenario for the photoionization of QDs is the same 
as described for the mechanism of the PSHB phenomena 

[4-6]. First， an exciton is created by the light abso中時
tion. Second， the exciton is localized at the surface of the 

QD. Next， the exciton is dissociated and an electron or a 



spectrum gi vさsus infonnmion which the absorption-hole 

spectrum does not. 
Figure 3 shows the 1 LlO1i nescence-decrease spectr:.l. The 

luminescence-decrease spectrum is denned by the lumi-
nescence spectru01 of the sample exposed (0 rhe dye laser 

pulses minus that of the sample which is nm exposed [Q the 
dye laser pulses‘ Arro¥Vs in rhe ngure indicate the burning 
energies. Every spectrum has a sharp hole X at (he burn-

ing energy， and much larger satellite holes， A. A'， B. and 
・.¥Vith the increase in the burning energy. sutellite hole 
SrrUCtLll唱esare shifted toward the higher岨 energyside. and 

their separation increases. As the burning photon energy 
increases， the depth of the sharp 日sonanthole becomes 
smaller and a new strllcture (;¥') grows up. The lumines-

cence hole日Aectsthe lllminescence of selectively bumed 

QDs. The peak positions of (he strllctures A， B， and A' 
depend on the excitation photon energy. 

Figure 4 shows the Stokes shift of (hεlllminescence楢

hole structures as a fl.lnction of the burning photon energy 
Here the Stokes shift means the energy differences be-
tween the burning laser and the luminescence-hole struc-
tures. The peak X comes from the luminescence of the 
resonantly excited 2) free exciton confined in QDs， be-
cause the energy position of the peak (X) coincides with 
rhe burning energy. The solid lines labeled by C and 
D co汀espond[0 a confined transverse acoustic phonon 
energy and a confined longitudinal acous(ic phonon en“ 

ergy， respectively [18]. They explain the Stokes shift 
of the peaks labeled by ・inFig. 3， whose energy is 
lower than the burning energy by a few rne V. Therefore， 

the lllminescence-decrease peaks ・areascribed tO the 
luminescence of the 23 exciton accompanied by the emis-
sion of acoustic phonons. The peaks in the luminescence唱

decrease spectrum， A'， A， and B， show large Stokes shifts， 

and depend strongly on the buming photOn energy. The 
positions of the A' structLlre seem to approach the energy 
position of 11 bOllnd exciton in blllk CllCl， as the burn-

ヲDECElv(BξR[996 

absorption peak shows a blueshift of 20 me V from its en-
ergy of a CuCl bulk crystal. The blueshi ft is explained by 
rhe exciton connnement O1odel (1 ユJ.An average radius of 
rhe CuCI QDs estimated on the exciton confine01enr model 
is 3.0 nm. Figure 2( b) shows the luminescence spectra of 
the sample. The sample was exposed [0 rhe preexcitarion 
of the 3.49 eV pulses with the accumulated Auence den-

sity of 10 m1/cm2
. The lu叩fれ巾1

cumul弘at記edwhi廿ilethe sample was excirぽedbyヲ00shm臼sof 
、

the 3.斗49eV p伴仰ulsesw山it出hthe erη1ergy 仁densi江tyof 0.5 μ 1/c012 

The 1ωuminescence change caused by the 3.4ゆヲ e V pulses for 
the luminescence observation was avoided by the preexci-
ration， because the luminescence change comes [0 an end 
after the excitarion by the 3.4ヲ eVpulsεs reaches the ac-

cumulated energy density of 10 m1 / co1!. A dashed line 
shows the luminescence spectrum before the sample is eト
posed to the dye laser pulses. The Il.lminescencと peakis 
located at 3.206 eV， which is lower than the absorption 
peak of the Z3 exciton， 3.223 eV. This Stokes shift of the 
lu01inescence was caused by the light preexposure. A solid 
line shows the luminescence spectrum， after‘ the 3.220 eV 
narrow-band dye laser puIses expos己dthe sample with the 
energy density of 10μ1/ cm!. The bllming energy posト
tion is indicated by an arrow in Fig. 2(a). The lllmines幽

cence shows a sharp hole (X) at the burning energy in the 

spectrum. MllCh larger satellite holes A， B， and • are ob-
served at the lower-energy side of the burning laser energy. 
At the high energy side， the luminescence intensity in-
creases. Figure 2(c) shows the absorption spectral change 
-6.αd after the LHB experimenL The lllminescence-hole 
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Arrows indicate FIG. 3. PholOlumInescence decrease at 2 K. 
the buming energy. 

FIG. 2. (a) Absorption spectnlm of CuCl quantum dots 
embedded in a NaCI crystal at 2 K. An arrow shows the 
buming energy of the dye laser. (b) Luminescence spectra 
before and after the sample is exposed at 3.220 e V with the 
excitation density of 10μ1/cm2. Luminescence spectra was 
taken under the excitation at 3.49 e V with the excitation density 
of 0.5μ1/cm2

. (c) Abso中tionspectral change of the sample 
exposed to the narrow-band dye laser at 3.220 e V. 
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5.6 meV， respectively. The binding energy of X-and X2
T 

in bulk CuCl were set to be 4.7 and 5.6 me V， respectively， 

based on the calculation by Stるbeelα1. [9]. The solid lines 

A and B agree with the experimental points. Therefore， 

we consider the structures A and s， in Figs. 2 and 3， come 
D 

from the recombination of the positi vely charged exciton 

and negatively charged exciton， respectively. 

As is seen in Fig. 4， the buming energy dependence of 

the A1 series coming from the 11 bound exciton structure， 

resembles that of A series. The 1¥ line denoted also by 

A 0 X comes from the recombination of the exciton bound 

to a neutral acceptor. Therefore， A 0 X can be regarded 

as an excitonic molecule whose cons(Ituem electron is 

pinned and can be considered as the complex X: going 

around the pinned electron. 1n this sense， the 11 bound 

exciton resembles rhe X: charged exciton. Simila均
to the positively charged exciron X:;， the t山凶alional
motion of the 11 bound exciton is confined in the QDs. 
Therefore， the buming energy dependence of the ;¥' 
series resembles that of the A ser唾ies. The solid line A 

十

is calculated by Eq. (2)， where E bind山 22meV is the 
binding energy of the J1 bound exciron (7). 

1n summary， the luminescence spectral change induced 
by the accumulated light exposure and rhe LHB phenonト

ena were observed in CuCl QDs in NaCl crystal. The 
luminescence spectral change was llnderstood by the phか
toionization of the QDs and the creation of the charged 

exciton states. This cO!ljectllre was verifi色dby [he stlldy 
of the LHB. The Stokes shift of rhe lurnin己scenceside-
band holes can bむ explainedby rhe quanturn con白neme日t
of the charged excitons. This is the自rstobservation of 
the charged excitons in QDs. 
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FIG. 4. The buming‘energy dependence of the luminescence 
hole spectra. The buming energy is the photon energy of the 
dye laser. The Stokes shift is the energy difference between 
the buming laser and the hole structures. 
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ing energy approaches the Z3-exciton energy in the bulk 
crystal [7]. Therefore， (A') structure is assigned to the I1 

bound exciton. On the other hand， structures， A and B， are 
ascribed to the charged exciton lllminescence as is verified 

in the following 
We consider the quantum con自nementof the trans-

Iational motion of the charged exciton. The trans時

lationaI masses of negatively and positively charged 
excito民 fvf-and 1¥12+， are given by tvf-= 2m; 十 m~ and 

tvf; m; 十 2m~ ， wher児em; = 0.5mo and m叫lh 1.8m 

are effective masses of an electron and a hole in a 
CuCl crystal， respectively [7]. The energy shifts due 
to the quantum confinement effect are represented by 
6.E一己月2'JT212M-R2， for the negatively charged ex-
citon， and I1E十ロ fi2'JT212tvf2+ R2， for the positively 

charged exciton， where R is the effective radius of the 
QD defined by radius of the QD minus half of the exciton 

Bohr radius (19]. Then， the energy separations， -I1E; 
and -I1Et， between the quantum con自nedfree exciton 
and the quantum con自nedcharged exciton is gi ven by 

-AEJ=R2τ2 12!vl R 2 -fi 2汀 212!vf-R2十 Ebind

、‘，，
J

噌

g
g
A

J'z
‘、

= 0.18 X (Efree -3.2025) + Eふd(e V) ， 

and 

-6.Es- 早月27T212M R2 - fi2'JT2 12M; R 2 十 E~nd

= 0.44 X (Efree - 3.2025) 十 E~nd(e V) ， (2) 

where Eiind and EJi吋 arethe binding energy of the 
charged exciton in bulk CuCl， and Efree is the energy 

of the free exciton con白nedin QDs given by Efree 
Ebu1k十月27T

2/2MR2，where Ebulk and M are the exciton 

resonant energy and the exciton translational mass of a 

bulk CuCl [1]. In Eqs. (1) and (2)， the value of 3.2025 e V 

is the 23 free exciton energy in bulk CuCI (7]. 

Solid lines A and B in Fig. 4 show the caIculated 
results of (1) and (2) with Ebind = 4.7 me V and Ebind 
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Correlation behveen Cu九ioninstability and persistent spectraI hole“burning phenomena 
of Cu CI nanocrystals 

S凶ロjiOkamoto本 andYasuaki Masumoto 
InstItute of Physics and Center for TAR.4 (Tsukμba Advanced Research Alliance)， Unu机 iItyof Tsぱuba，Tsukuba， Jbαraki 305， Japan 

(Recei ved 10 February 1997; revised manuscript receivcd 11 August 1997) 

We have studied persistent spectral hole-burning (PSHB) phenomena of CuCl nanocrystals embedded in a 

NaCl crystal. We found correlations between the PSHB phenomena and the photolumjnescence spectral 

changes of excitons in CuCl nanocrys(als and of Cu -1-dimers in a NaCl crystai. Tl1e speclral changes can be 

triggered by photoinduced Cu ¥ion displacements in CuCl nanocrystals and in a NaCl crystal. 

[S0163-1829(97)03048-8] 

Semiconductor nanocrystals have attracted considerable 

attention not only because of their unique properties but also 

because of applicability to nonlinear optical devIces.I
，2 For 

the investigation of the size-dependent properties of nano句

crystals， it is ideal to fabrica臼 awell-defIned single-sized 

nanocrystal. However， nanocrystal size Is difficult to control 

in many preparation methods， so出at出esamples have size 

distribu註onand then the absorption bands are inhomoge-

neously broadened. 

Hole-burning spectroscopy is a powerful tool to extract 

individual and in出nsicinformation， i.e叶 infonnation of 

cer1ain-sized nanocrystals， from出einhomogeneously broadω 

ened absorption band. The hole七urningphenomena in the 

nanocrystal systems were considered to be caused by the 

absorption saturation of photoexcited carriers， so出atthe 

hole spectra had been expected to disappear within a few 

nanoseconds. 

Recently， there have been many reports on persistent 

spectral hole-buming (PSHB)， long-lived hole-burni時， or 

photoinduced absorptionωspectral change phenomena of vari-

ous semiconductor nanocrystals.3 The spectral holes persist 

for more than a few microseconds or even several hours. 

Understanding of the mechanism of the PSHB phenomena is 

indispensable for the understanding of nanocrystals but stil1 
poor: The PSHB phenomena were considered to be caused 

by carrier甘appingor photochernical reactions. However， 
further study is necessary for the understanding of出c

mechanism. 

Ab initio calculations predict that structural instabilities 

occur in zinc-blende cuprous halides， CuCI， CuBr， and CuI 

and cause Cu +寸onrelated defects at low temperatures.4
•
5 

Such instabilities are expected to induce anomalous phenom-

ena by light irradiation， e.g.， persistent photoconductivity in 
Si-doped GaAs (“DX centers，，).6 However， there is no ex-

perimentally strong evidence of the instabi1ities in CuCl， and 

whether the instabi1ities occur or not is now under 
d.iscussion.7 

In this paper， we have investigated a typical sample tbat 
exhibits the PSHB phenomena， CuCI nanocrystals embedded 
in a NaCl crystal， by using the laser-induced spectrai二change

and temperature-cycIe experiments. The experimenta1 results 
show that出ePSI岱 phenomenacan be explained by the 

two-lOYol-BYBtcm (TLS) modcl， in II Wily analogous (0 dye 

molecule-glass systems. The results also il1dicate that there 

are two types of TLS' s in the samples. We a叫Is叩of白oαω3χ川tl山i口mdc∞orト‘也. 

r児elat討ionsbetween t出hePS日J3phe釘nome創naa泊ndphotωolumi山f口leωS‘M
， 

Cむnce(σP礼Lυ)s叩p色∞ct紅はぜa必 &

a釘鉛ndCuピ寸.dimers in NaCI crystals: The absorption and PL 

spectra are simultaneously modified with an increase of the 

laser irradiation， and recover at the same cycling tempera-

tures. The spectral崎.changescan be triggむ edby Cu + -ion dis-

placement in CuCl nanocrystals and NaCl crysta1s. The ab 

initio calculations of the potential barrier heights for the 

Cu + -1on displacements support this int制下1・etation.

Samples investigated here were CはClnanocrystals em-

bedded in NaCI crystals. The samples were prep紅 edin the 

same f泌 hionas is described in Reι8.すhernean radu of出。

nanocrystals were determined by small-angle x-ray scattering 

(SAXS) experiments. The samples were immersed in super-

ftuid helium or mounted on the cold白1gerof a tempera出re-

variable cryostat. A Q-switched Nd3+: YAG (yttrium aluIlU-

num garnet) laser， a narrow-linewidth dye laser， and a 

halogen lamp were used in出eexperiments. For the band-to-

band excitation， the third harmonics of the output of the 

Q司 switchedNd3+:YAG 1】aserwas used as a pump S01，lfce. 

For site司 selectiveexcitation， the dye laser with Exalite" 384 

dye pumped by the 出irdharmonics of the output of出。

Q-switched Nd3+:YAG laser was used as"a pump source. 

The spectrallinewidth of the dye laser was 0.014 meV. The 

pulse width and repetition of the lasers were 5 ns and 30 Hz， 

respectively. The halogen Iamp was used as a probe source. 

Transmittance spectra of Ule samples were measured by us-
ing a diode-紅 ray-typeoptical multichannel ana1yzer in con-
junction with a 25-cm monochromator or a charge-coupled-

device in conjunction with a 93-cm monochromator. 
Absorption-change spectra are defined as the difference of 

出eabsorption spectra ta.k.en before and after the sample 1S 
exposed to the laser light. 

Figure 1 (a) shows absorption spectra of CuCl nanocrys-

tals embedded in a NaCl crystal at 2 K. The dash-dotted line 
in Fig. 1 (a) represents the spec位umbefore the dye laser Ir-
radiation. The mean radjus of出enanocrystals is" 3.5 nm， 

estimated仕omSAXS experiments. The Zrexciton absorp-

tion band is inhomogeneously broadened， and shows the 

blueshift from its position in 
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at certain temperature Tb， and the hole spectrum is mea-

sured; after cycling lhrough the elevated temperature (cy-

cling temperature) T， the hole spectrum is measured again at 

Tb. The experimental cycling-temperature dependence of 

hole filling is well expressed by t~e thennal aClivation model 
across dislributed banier height. IJ The rate of this model is 

expressed by lノ=voexp( -V/kD， where νo is the frequency 

factor which is the order of 1011 
S-1 and V the potential 

barrier heighl. During the holding time ! at the temperature 

T， lhe hole is白lledif the condition νt> 1 holds. Therefore， 

FIG. 2. Spectral holes of thermally annealed CuCl nanocrystals 
embedded in a NaCl crystal after the intense laser exposure as a 
function of the c;ycling temperatures. (a) Absorption spectrum; (b) 
absorption-spectral change recorded after the various temperature 
cycles: (A) 30， (8) 45， and (C) 75 K. Open circle (0) and tri-
angles (ム)represent the main hole and antiholes， respectively. (c) 
Normalized hole area of CuCl nanocrystals as a function of lhe 
cycling temperature T. After hole-burning at Tb and cycling 
through the elevated temperature T， the hole is measured at Tb 

again. The dashed lines represent the calculated results on the 
model described in Ref. 13 and are lit by the following expressions; 

0.15( 1 -0.016)子)/(ト0.016J3c)) [T>50 K] and 0.15(1 
-0.016花)/(ト0.016お0)十0.85(1 -0.084伊)/(1 -0.084J3c)) 
[T < 50 K]. The mean radius of lhe nanocrystals is 3.5 nm. The 
hole-burning temperalure Tb is 30 K. The temperature-cycling mea-
surements were done after the l-min laser exposure at the pump 
photon energies of 3.245 eV with lhe energy density of 40μJ/cm2. 
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FIG. 1. Persistent spectral holes of CuCl nanocrystals embedded 
in a NaCl crystal at 2 K. (a) Absorption spectra before (dash噛dotted
line) and after (solid line) the laser exposure; (b) absorption略 spectral
change measured at 2 miI1 (dotted line) and 20 min (solid line) after 
the buming laser is stopped. The main hole (・)and satellite holes 
(ムム，自 and口)are c1early observed. The mean radius of the 
nanocrystals is 3.5 nm. The burning photon energy， the energy derト
sity， the pulse duration， the pulse repetition， and the excitation peψ 
riod are 3.245 eV， 33μJ/cm2， 5 ns， 30 Hz， and 3 min， respectively. 

tum confinement model9 is 3.3 nm. almost consistent wi(h 

the SAXS results. The absorption spectrum is changed after 

the dye laser exposure， as indicated by a solid line in Fig. 
1 (a). Figure 1 (b) shows the absorption-spectral change of the 

sample. The hole spectra were recorded at 2 min (dotted line) 

and at 20 min (solid line) after the laser exposure was 
stopped. The spectral holes are preserved for more than 20 

min， much longer than the exciton lifetime.3 Further， we con-
firmed the persistency of the holes for several hours. The 
hole speCtrum is more complicated (han that of CuCl nano-

crystals embedded in glass:J The main speclral holes are su-
perposed on the large wavy structures coming from the red-
shiftlike spectral change of the absorption band. Satellite 

holes are also clearly observed: The solid circle (・)in Fig. 

1 (b) indicates the main hole; the open triangle (ム)the LO-
phonon sideband; the solid triangle (A) the TO-phonon side司

band; the open square (口)the sideband of the TA-phonon al 

the Brillouin-zone edge; the solid square (回)the sideband 

related to the Z 1.2 excitons. 

We found that the hole depth and the wavy structure com-

mg from the redshiftlike spectral changes grow nearly in 

proportion to the logarithm of the laser exposure time， simi-

lar to CuBr and CuI nanocrystals embedded in glr..ss3.10 and 

dye-doped organic glass.11 The logarithmic hole growth is 

due to a broad distribution of the hole-burning rate. The 

PSHB phenomena can be explained by tunneling from one 

slle to another through the potential barrier with distributed 

barrier height and width， which is called a double“ well po句

tential model or TLS model.12 

The hole structures are erasable by lhe temperature rise. 
Figure 2 shows (a) absorption spectrum， (b) hole spectra aι 

ter various temperature cycles， and (c) the hole area plotted 

as a function of the cycling temperature. This experimental 

sequence is as follows: At first， the spectral holes are burned 
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the hole is filled， if Vく kTIn(ν'01). Moreover， we assume that 

the distribution of the potential barrier height P( V) is ex構

pressed by P ( V)∞11 JV with a maximum barrier height 

VOm以・
13 The annealing temperature曲 dependenthole area 

have been fitted by the functionaI form of [ 1 

-.JkT In(ν'ot)/VOmaxY[l-.JkTbln()lOI)/VOmaxJ for kT ln(均f)

く Voma.~ in the case of dye molecules in organic glass.13 

Here， ln(ν'Ot) is the logarithm of the product of the attempt 

台equency(ν0) and the holding time (()， and is gi ven by 

32-35. We tried to fit the expression to the experimental 

resu!ts and estimated the maximum barrier height VO m以 be-

tween the TLS. Two components are necessary to account 

for the data. The maximum barrier height is 140-160 me V 

for Tく 50K and 400-420 me V for T> 50 K. Tbe 

absorption-change spectra abruptly varied after the tempera-

ture cycles above 50 K， as displayed in Fig. 2(b): After the 

temperature cycles above 50 K， the large wavy structures 

coming from redshiftlike spectral changes almost disappear， 

and antiholes， induced absorption adjacent to the spectral 

hole [ム inFig. 2(b)]， appea仁 Antiholesare important signs 

that the PSHB phenomena are photophysicalsi2e.g・， local-

environmental changes around the nanocrystals. After the 

temperature cycles above 150 K， the spectral hole almost 

disappears. These observations prove the coexistence of two 
kinds of TLS's in the sample. The cycling temperature de-

pendence Is almost independent of the energy positions of 
the burned holes. 

市re found correlations between the absorption spectral 

changes showing PSHB phenomena and PL spectral回 changes
of excitons and Cu十 dimers.Figures 3(a)， 3(b)， and 3(c) 
show absorption， absorption-change spectra， and PL spectra 
after the laserπadiation with the 3.492-e V excitation en“ 

ergy， respectively， at 2 K. The excitation source was the third 
harmonics of the output of the Q-switched Nd3+: YAG laser. 
This experimental sequence is as follows: At nrst， absorption 
spectrum before the laseτexposure is measured. Next， the 
band-to-band excitation of the sample is started and， during 
the first 10 s of exposure， PL spectrum is measured. After the 

sample is exposed for a certain time (300 or 3000 s， in this 
experiment)， the laser exposure is slopped， and then the ab-
sorption spectrum is measured. After that， the PL spectrum is 
measured again. The PL-data accumulated time is 10 s. 

In this case， the absorption-change spectra show the wavy 
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FIG. 3. Laser-exposure lime dependence of absorplion-and 
photoluminescence (PL) spectra of CuCl nanocrystals embedded in 
a NaCl crysta1 under the 3.492也 Vlaser excitation ~ith the 30・Hz
pulse repetition and the 0.85-f-LJ/cm2 energy density at 2 K. (a) 
Absorption spectrum; (b) absorption-change spectra measured at 
300 s (dotted line) and 3000 s (solid line) after the laser exposure; 
(c) PL spectra measured at 0 s (dash-dotted line). 3∞s (dotted 
line)， and 30∞s (solid line) after the laser exposure is started. The 
PL-data accumulated time is 10 s. (d) Peak energies of Zγexciton 
absorption spectra (・)vs those of well-exposed absorption-change 
spectra (0) and of well司exposedPL spectra (x). Horizontal 出 Is
a1so represents the peak energies of Zγexciton abso中tionspectra. 

peak energy (・)， i.e.， the increase of the mean radius ofせ¥e
nanocrystals， the lowest-energy peak of the absorption-
change (0)， and the peak energy of the PL spectra (x) ap-

proach to the energy position of the 1
1 
center of bulk CuCI 

crystal: 11 center is altributed to excitons bound to neutral 

acceptors made of Cu+ vacancies in CuCI.15 They probably 
contain the charged exciton componenls as shown in Ref. 14. 

This result suggests that the observed peaks (0 and X)むe
correlated with lj centers， namely， Cu十-ionvacancies in 
CuCI nanocrystals and resul，tant charge instability of the 

nanocrystals. 
Moreover， we found that the PL spectra as well as the 

absorptiorトchangespectra change with an increase of cycling 

temperatures: After the temperature cycles above 50 K， the 
absorption spectral changes， i.e.， wavy structures coming 

from redshiftlike absorption change， almost disappear. This 

observalIon is consistent with the abrupt spectral change ob-



Here， it should be noted that the potential b訂 rierheights 

obrained from the temperature‘cycling experiments in the 

PSHB phenomena are almost consistent with those for 

Cu + -ion displacements in CuCI and NaCI crystals obtained 
from ab InItio c計culations: from the temperature-cycling 

experiments， potential barrier heights were estimated to be 
140-160 and 400-420 me V; f[‘om ab InIfIo calculations， po-
tential barrier heights are estimated to be 120 (Ref. 4) and 
180 me V (Ref. 5) for Cu +寸ondisplacements between on-

and off-center sites in bulk CuCl， and to 160-870 me V for a 
fonnation of a Cu十 silein NaCl crystals via Na十-Cu十 IOn

19 exchange. I:f Thus， barrier heights of 140-160 me V obtained 
from the temperature.‘cycling experiments corresponds to 

those for Cu九iondispl乳cementin CuCl nanocrystals， and 

the barτicr heights of 400-斗20me V to those for Cu十-ion
displacement in NaCl crystaIs. 

Observed facts suggesl the strong correla[ion between [he 

Cu十 displacementsand the PSHB phenomena. Although we 

cannot explain the persistent spectral-change quantitatively， 

we speculate a possible PSHB mechanism as follows. Laser 
lrτadiation on the samples induces two types of Cu十 dis-
placements: one occurs in CuCI nanocrystals and the other 
in a NaCl cryslal. These procじssesresull in photocreation of 
11 centers in CuCl nanocrystals and photodissolution of Cu十

dimers in a NaCl crystal. The pholOcreation of ! I centers and 
resultant charge instability for喝msnew absorption band at the 

lower-energy side of the ZrexcIlon absorption band， and 
then reduces the Z)-exciton absorptIon band. A( the same 

time， the Cu + -ion displacement can affect tJie Z!.2 excitons. 

The Cu + -ion displacement forms a new absorption band at 
the lower-energy side of lhe Z l.2-exciton absorption band， 

and then reduces the Z Iユ-excitonabsorption band， like the 11 

center. This is a possible origin of the large wavy structure 
coming from the redshiftlike absorplIon change and some of 
spectral hole. On the other hand， the photodissolu.tion of Cu + 
dimers to Cu + monomers around nanocrystals induces local-
environmental changes， e.g.， the change of the number of 
carriers trapped in matrix defects， or/and local-distonional 
change caused by the Cu + -Na十 exchangearound the nano-
crystals. The environmental changes probably penurb the ex-
citons in nanocryslals. T 
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FIG. 4. Photoluminescence (PL) spectral・changeof Cu十 dimむrs
at Tb == 2S K under the 3.492-e V and 30-Hz excitation. (ai PL spec-
tra measured at 0 s (dash-dotted line). 300 s (dotted line): and 3000 
s (solid line) after the laser exposure with the 8.5-μJ/cm! energy 
density is started. The Pしdataaccumulated time is 10 s. (b) PL 
spectra after the various temperature cycles: 100 K (dash-dotted 
line)， lSO.K (dotted line). 175 K (dashed line). and 200 K (solid 
line) under the laser irτadiation with the 420-nJ/cm2 energy density. 
The temperature-cycling measurements were done after lhe 1ぺTIin
laser exposure with the 850-μJ/cm2 energy density. 

served at 50 K， as shown in Fig 2(b). Simultaneously. the PL 
spectra returned to the spectra observed before the intense 

laser irradiation. This can be explained by considering that 11 
centers， namely， Cu + -ion vacancies， and resultant charge irト
stability were reduced by thennal activation. 

PL spectral changes triggered by Cu"" -ion displacements 
are observed not only in CuCl nanocrystals but also in a 
NaCI crystal. Figure 4 shows PL spectra at around 2.1 e V in 
CuCl nanocrystals embedded in a NaCl crystal. The sample 
was the same as used in Figs. 1-3. The PL band in Fig. 4 is o 

ascribed to Cu + dimers in a NaCl crystal since the PL life-
time (50μs)， the bandwidth (0.2 eV)， and the peak position 
(2.1 e V) are consistent with those of Cu十 dimersat low 
temperatures reported in Refs. 16-18. It is reasonable to ex-
pect that CuCI nanocrystals 3fe surrounded by Cu十 dimers

since the nanocrystals 3fe fonned by aggregation of Cu + 
ions.9

.
16 At 25 K， the PL ascribed to Cu + dimers decreases 

its intensity with the increase of the laser irradiation time， as 
shown in Fig. 4(a). Moreover， after the PL spectra of the 
dimers are sufficiently changed by the intense laser irradia司

tion， the PL intensity increases with the increase of the cy-

cling temperature and quickly recovers when the cycling 
temperature exceeds 150 K， as shown in Fig. 4(b).百1ese

observations can be explained by photodissolution of Cu + 

dimers and thennal aggregation of Cu + monomers. The phe-
nomena are co.nsidered to occur via the iorトexchangebe-
tween Na + and Cu + ions， similar to Cu + ions in Cu +帽doped
Na九β"-alumina.17

The cycling-temperature dependence of recovery of the 
PL and absorption spectra are correlated with t!le return 

movement of Cu+ ions in CuCI nanocrystals and in a NaCl 

crystal to the previous sites after the temperature cyc1es 
above 50 and 150 K， respectively. The cycling-temperature 

dependence of the PL spectral change due to the movement 

of Cu + ions coincides with that of the PSHB phenomena. 
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spectral時 changephenomena can be triggered by photoin-

duced Cu十ーiondisplacements in CuCI nanocrystals and a 

NaCl crystal. 
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Persistεnt spectral醐，hole輔 burningspectroscopy of CuCl quantum cubes 
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A persisteIH spectra!-ho!e-buming (PSHB) phenomenon was successfully applied to the precise site-selective 

spectroscopy of CuCl号uelIHumdots embedded in NaCl crystals. 111 the PSHB spect!'a of CuCl司llantumdOlS， 

a resonant!y bllrned hole and lower二energysatellite holes were observed. These SUlel1lle holとsare supposed [0 
originate from hole burning of lhe ground states， which results from site-se!ectIve eλcitatiol1 01‘the coηespond‘ 

ing excited $[訳出 ofexcitons con五nedin CuCl qual1tum do[s‘ Energy re!ation between (h己 resonantlybllmed 
hole and each satelli[e hole is well explelined by the simple concept of乳 particlein a quaれtumcube with an 

infinitely high potential barTier. However， actual司uaIHllmdots are considered 1O be a liltle deviated from cubes， 

resulting in the violation of [he optica! selection rule in quanLUm cubes. A cubic-shaped司uaIHum-dotmodel is 

almost consis日以 withoscillatory fine structures observed in the Z) exciron absorption band. lts spectral 

decomposition imo the grollnd Slate and the first excited state of excirons was made.立ndshowed that the firsl 
excited sta記 isin majority at the higher必nergyregion of the Z J exciton absorplion band. This result was 
supported by the photoluminescence spectrum of lhe ZJ exciton. [SO 163-182ヲ(97)07632-7]

1n nanometer-size semiconductor crystallites， or zero-

dimensional quantum dots， electronic and optical properties 

紅色 dramatically differem from those in three-dimensional 

bulk semiconductors. As a result， they have been attracting 

much interest not only from the viewpoint of fundamental 
physics but also from the expecmtion for their potemial ap“ 

plications to various electronic and optical devices such as a 
quanmm-dot laser. For applicarion， it is very important tO 
understand and comro¥ the physica¥ properties of ordered 
quantum dots. Orders of qllantum dots are classified as those 
in size， alignmem， orientation， and shape. Ordering quantllm 
dots in size is of major impo口ance，because rhe size 
distriblltion of quantum dots is the prim訂 y source of 
inhomogeneous broadening that can comp¥etely cancel Ollt 
the advantages of zero-dimensional density of states. Narrow 
distribution in dot size has been performed for self-organized 
1nxGa1_xAs/GaAs quantum dots grown by molecular-
beam epitaxyl and by metalorganic chemical vapor deposi-
tion (MOCVD)，2 and for colloidal CdSe quantum dots.3 

As for the order in alignment， an aligned ヨ汀ay of 

GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs quantllm dots was fabricated by using 
electron-beam lithography and plasma etching， although 
the size of each quantum dot is as large as 57 nm. in 
diameter.4 A self句 alignmentof the smaller self-organized 

InxGal_xAs/GaAs quantum dots grown by MOCVD was re叩

cently achieved.5
，6 1n the case of orientational order. the 

crystal axis of CuCl quantum dots and that of the NaCl ma-
trix were found to be parallel to each other.7 Order in dot 
shape， however， has been little studied. One of the purposes 
in this paper is to investigate the shape of CuCl quan凶 mdots 
embedded inトIaCIcrystals by means of persistent spectral 
hole burning (PSHB) spectroscopy. 

Recently， PSHB phenomenon in semiconductor quantum 
dots such as CuCI， CuBr， CuI， CdSe， CdTe， and CdS qllan-

tum dors embedded in glass， crystals， 01' polymers has been 
observed.8

-!3 Ever since， the PSHB is co'nsidered to be ap-

plicable to the precise site-selective spectroscopy of quantum 
dots. When the spectrally narrow light excites the inhomo-

geneously broaden収iabsorption band， a spectral hole is 

fonned at the posi[ion of lhe excitation photon energy in the 

absorption band. ancl the spectral hole is preserved fOI竺 along 

time at low temperat山、e.As a result of the PSHB， [hと elec-

tronic and excitonic守uantumstates， including the excued 
states‘may be bumむd.This allows us to investigute rhe en-
ergies of quantum dots systema[Ically. Because rhe energies 
of quamum dots depend on rhelI噌 shape，the precise stucly of 

the energies by means of PSBB spectroscopy is lIseful for 
rhむ investigationofア theshape of CuCl quamum dOlS. An-
other purpose of this paper is to investigate rhe correlation 
between the ground-and the excited-state excitons confined 
in Cl1Cl ql1antum dots in NaCl crystals by means of PSHB 
spectroscopy. 

Samples， CuCl ql1antum dots in NaCl， were made from 
the melted mixture of NaCl and CuCl， and grown by the 
transverse Bridgman method. The as-grown crystals were 
cleaved into several pieces and were annealed in Ar armo-
sphere for the control of the size distribution of CuCI quan-
tum dots. The samples were directly immersed in superfluid 
helillm at 2 K 01' mounted on a sarhple rod of a temperature 
variable cryostat. A spectrally nalTOW dye laser pumped by a 
Q-switched Nd3十 YAG (yttrium alllminum garnet) laser 
was lIsed as a pump source. The spectral width of the dye 
laser was 0.014 meV and the plllse duration was approxi-
mately 5 ns. The repetirion rate of the laser system was 30 
Hz. A halogen lamp was used as a probe source. The trans-
mittance of the probe beam was detected by using a liquid“ 

nitrogen-cooled charge-collpled-device optical multichannel 
analyzer in conjunction with a 75 cm monochromator. The 
spectral resollltion of the experiment was 0.04 nm (0.35 

meV). For the lllminescence meaSllrements， the third-
harmonic light of the Nd3+: Y AG Iωer (355 nm， 3.49 e Y) 

was used as a banclぺo-bandexcitation source. 
It is known that photoexcited exciton in ClICl quantum 

dots is confined in the limited space and that its center-of-

mass translational motion is qllantized dlle to a small exciton 
Bohr radius of 0.68 nm.14

，!5 Figllre 1 shows absorption spec-

0163・1829/97/56(7)/4051(5)/$10.00 56 4051 @ 1997 The American Physical Society 
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FIG. 1. 23 exciton absorption spectra of CuCl弓uantumdots in 
NaCl crystals at 2 K. Vertical solid lines in (a) and (b) indicate the 
calculated energies of the 2] exciton under the assumption of quan-
tum cubes and spheres， respectively. EB is the bulk 23 exciton 
energy. 

tra of CuCl quantum dots in NaCI crystals at 2 K. Oscillatory 
fine structures are observed between 3.22 and 3.28 eV in the 

inhomogeneously broadened 23 exciton absorption band.16 

Origin of the inhomogeneous broadening has been explained 

partly by出esize distribution of the quωtum dots. 1toh et al. 
suggested出ateach oscillatory白nestructure wa!'， explained 
by the size-quantized lowest energy of the 23 exciton con目

白nedin a quanωm cube whose side changes stepwise in a 
unit of a/2， where a is a lattice constant of CuCI crystal. 17 If 
an infinitely tall potential barrier is assumed in a CuCl qllan-
tum cllbe with the side length of L， qllantized exciton energy 
levels are easily derived from the simple concept of a pa口icle
10 a quantllm cllbe and are described by 

ょ2_2

En_ .n...1I ニ EB十
一日

r(η2十 η2十n;)， (1) 
x ， fly ，lI~ 2M(L-aS)L、正

where E B is the bulk 23 exciton energy (E s = 3.2022 e V)， 

M is the translational mass of exciton (M = 2.3mo)，αs is its 
Bohr radius (as= 0.68 nm)， qllantum numbers nx， ny， and 

n l' take vallles 1， 2， 3，…， and (L-as) is used for the dead 
layer correction. Vertical solid lines in Fig. 1 (a) indicate the 

expected energy of rhe ground state E 1.1.1 in cubes with the 
side length of each cube shown at the top in a unir of half (he 

lattice constant a (a = 0.54 nm) 
On the orher hand， if司llamumdo(s are assumed to be a 

sphere with radills R and its diameter changes stepwise in a 

unit of a/2， quantized energy levels are calCllla[ed by 

ぇ2'JT2 内

EIl.t=EB十
')Llln 門¥2~~.I' (2) 

where 1T ~1I .1 is the 11 th root of the sphe口calBessel function 

of the lth order and the principal quantllm number n and the 

angular momentum quantum number l t沿ce valuesη 

= 1，2，3， • •• and l = 0， 1 ，2， • • • ， respectively.ι1./ takes V1:U-

ues ~ 1.0二 1，~l.l ニ i ι303， ~ 1.2 = 1.8346， ~2.2 ニ 2 ， and so on. 
For the dead layer correction， (R -a 8/2) is used. Vむnical
solid lines in Fig. 1 (b) represent出ecalculated energy of the 

ground state E 1，0 with the diametric length of each sphere 

shown at the top in a unit of half U1e lattice constant a. The 
oscillatory自nestructure below 3.25 eV is better fitted by 

E I.!，I rather than by E 1.0 and suggests that the shape of CuCl 
司uantumdots is cubic rarher than spherical. However， above 
3.25 eV， th色 peakenergies of the oscillatory fine structures 
do not coincide with the ca1clllated energies for both quan-
tllm cubes and spheres. It also should be cornmented出atthe 
experimental peaks can be explained口町therby the quantllm 

sphere model oor the午Jantumcube model without the dead 
layer correction. 

1n order to explain peaks above 3.25 e V， U1e first excited 
state of excitoos confined in CuCl quantum cubes was takむn
into account. They are well fitted by the自rsrexcited-state 

energy E2.I，1 calculared 00 the basis of the energy relarion 
E2.U -EB=2(El.I.I-ES) obtained from Eq. (1)， as shown 
by downward arrows wi出企，盟， .，ム， and口inFig. 1 (a). 
Here， the first excited-state eoergy E2.U deooted by down-
ward arrows with .，醤.，ム， andロabove3.25 e V is 
calculated by the pe叫cposition of the ground-state energy 

E 1，1，1 denoted by .，姐。，ム， and口 below3.25 e V， re-
spectively. 1n this way， the observed peaks above 3.25 eV 
訂 eenergetically explained by the first excited states of ex-
citons in CuCl qllantum cubes. The optical selection rule， 

however， tells us出atthe first excited exciton state E2，I.l 

confined in a quantum cube does not contribute to出eoptical 
transitions because of the parity.18，19 The exciton wave -func-

tion for the center-oιmass motion is simply given by sIne 

functions with quantum number n， which has even pむityfor 
出estates of odd n and odd parity for those of even n. Inte-
gration of the wave fllnctIons over the cube gIves the matrix 
element of the electric dipole transItion between the ground 

and the n th state， and the matrix element is equal to zero for 
even quantum number η， according to the long-wavelength 

approximation. The reason why the optical selection rule is 
broken i 
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FIG. 2. Absorption (a) and absorption change (b) spectra in 

CuCI弓uantumdots in NaCl at 2 K. Excitation photon energy de-
noted by EL is 3.2378 eV. Structures marked by a solid circle and 

丘nopen circle show the spectral holes observed at E == E 8十(EL

-Es)/n， where n takes values 2 and 3， respectively. An upward 
arrow indicates the position at E = E 8十 (EL- Es)/3.35. 

at the excitation photon energy denoted by E L， loweトenergy

satellite holes were also burned at energy position E， where 

E satisfies EL -Es=n(E-Es) with n=2 or 3. Solid and 

open circles in Fig. 2(b) show the satellite holes for cases 

n = 2 and 3， respecti vely. The appearance of出esesatelli te 

holes can be explained as foIlows: if qua.ntized exciton en-
ergy levels are described by Eq. (1)， the ground state E 1，1，1 

and the first and the second excited states E2.1.1 ，E2.2.1 satisfy 

the reiations E2，l.l -E s = 2(E 1.1，1 - E 8) 組 d E2ムI-E8
=3(E1，l，I-E8)， respectively. Site-selective excitation of 

the excited states results in hole burning of the corresponding 

ground state， which is observed as the lower-energy satellite 

holes in Fig. 2(b). Although the state E-2..2.1 was excited， hole 

burning of the state E2.1.1 relaxed from the E2.2.1 state was 

not observed experimentally and only the ground state 

E 1.1，1 was burned. This suggests出atthe relaxation from the 

excited state to the ground state is considered to be much 

faster tha.n the persistent spectral hole buming process and 

the recombi.nation of the groundぅtateexcitons. If qua.ntum 
dots are assumed to be spheres， and if the second excited 

state is burned， the resultant satellite holes should appear in 

the energy positions marked by an upw訂 darrow in Fig. 

2(b). Absence of burned hole at the upward arrow indicates 

that the shape of CuCl quantum dots in NaCl matrix is cubic 

rather than spherical and that quantized exciton energy levels 

are described by Eq. (1). However， it should be noted that 

the optical transitions to both the first and second excited 

states are forbidden and the appe訂 anceof satellite holes can-

not be explained by the excited 5tates of excitons confined i.n 
ideal CuCI quantum cube5. 

Figure 3 shows satellite hole positions E as a function of 

the excitation photon energy E L' Several samples were used 
for this measurement. Solid circles and open circles corre-

spond to the burned satellite holes of the ground states 

E 1，1，1' which result from the laser resonant excitation of the 
first excited states E 2.1.1 and the second excited states 
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FIO. 3. Spectral hole positiolis E aS a function of the exci[ed 

photon energy EL for CuCl quantum dots in NaCl. Solid circles and 
open circles are explained in tbe倍以.Ca1culated excited S(UleS for 
可uantumcubes and for号uanlumspheres are shown by a solid line 

and a dashed line， respec(ively. The Sl之eof cubes in which lhe firsl 

excited states of excitons are confined is showli by the lOp long 

scale in a unit of half the lattice constant. 

E2，2，1' respectively. The corresponding calculaled satelli日

hole positions based 011 Eqs. (1) a.nd (2) are shown by solid 

and dashed lines，間spectively.Although open circles are 

slightly scattered， agreem色ntof experimental data and calcu胸

lated results based 011 Eq. (1) is good. We should notice that 

satellite holes marked by 50lid circles move almost comimト

ously， although the自rstexcited exciton states E2.I，1 confined 

in ideal quantum cubes shift discretdy as shown by the long 

scale at出etop hoIizontal以 is.This feature can be under-

stood under the following assumptions: Energies of the first 

excited-state excitons confined in qu印 tum dots， whose 

shapes are a little deviated from 3:n ideal cube， are expressed 

by E2，I.I-EB=2(El.I，I-Es) but the deviation is not 50 

large to be a sphere. This possibility should be exarniried 

from the point of view of the selection rule. As mentioned 

before， if the shape of qu印 tumdots is an ideal cube， the first 

excited state E2，1，I and the second excited state E2.2，1 do not 

contribute to the optical transitions and solid and open circles 

in Fig. 3 should not appear. Our experimental results， that the 

excited states E2，l.I and E2ム1are optically found， suggest 

that a11 of the dots are not ideal quantum cubes and thar 

deviation from the cubic shape violates the selection rule. 

One may consider strain between CuCl quantum dots and 

NaCl matrix or builtイnelectric品eldcaused by trapped car-

riers is a possible origin of the violation of the selection rule. 

Hydrostatic pressure from the NaCI surrounding matrix may 

be applied to CuCl quantum dots， but the energy shift caused 

by the pressure was shown to be too small to exp~ain the 
15 ~，( 

size-'dependent energy shift of the exciton transition. IJ More-

over， isotropic hydrostatic pressure cannot be considered to 

give the violation of the selection rule. The selection rule in 

CuCl quantum cubes comes from the paIity of the envelope 
function of exciton， which describes the exciton translational 

motion. It is different from the selection rule for dots in the 

strong confinement regime， where the selection rule comes 
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FIG. 4. An absorption spectrum (a) and absorption change spec時

tra (b) of CuCI quantum dots in NaCI at 5 K. Solid and open circles 
in (a) represent the spectral profiles of thむ groundstates and the firsr 
excited states in CuCI quan札1mdots， respectively 

from the parity of rhe envelope functions of thとelectronsand 
holes and is violated by the electric field.20 Built-in electric 
field in the号。antumdots can cause electron-hole separation 
ln exciton and therefore change the intemal motion of exciω 
(on， but cannot change the envelope function of色xciton.This 
consideration excludes the electric field as an origin to vio-
late the selection rule. 

Figure 4 shows abso叩tion(a) and absorption change (b) 
spectra with three excitation photon energies marked by 
solid circles. Excitation energies are 3.2745， 3.2531， and 
3.2360 e V from top to bottom. Accumulated excitation en-
ergy.density is 6 mJ/cm2

. It is apparent from Fig. 4(b) that 
the ratio of the satel1ite hole area (0) to the resonantly 
bumed hole area (.) increases with the increase of the bum-
ing photon energy. This indicates that the contribution of the 
first excited states to the absorption band increases with the 
increase of the photon energy compared with that of the 
ground states. The resonanrly bumed hole is supposed to 
come from the ground states at the buming photon energy 
and not to contain the excited states as a result of the fast 
relaxation from the excited state to the 2.round state. There-o 

fore， the ratio of the resonantly burned hole area (・)to the 
satellite hole area (0) gives the ratio of the ground state to 
the first excited state at the burning photon energy. Here， we 
evaluated the hole area including acoustic phonon wings. 
Solid and open circles in Fig. 4(a) show the contributions of 
the ground state and the自rstexcited state of excitons con-
白nedin CuCl quantum dots to the absorption spectrum， re-
spectively. To derive Fig. 4(a)， we adopted following two 
assumptions. One is that actual quantum dots are deviated 

from cubes but preserve their high symmetry. U nder this 

assumption， the ground state E I und the first excited state E2 

satisfy the equation E2 -E s= 2 (E 1-E s). 1n fact， our simu-
lated results showed thut the threeべlirectionalside lengths of 

司uantumboxes should not be different by twice a/2 from 
each other for reproduction of the oscil1atory fine structures 

in the 2) exciton absorption band.21 Another as-
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FIG. 5. An absorptIon and a photoluminescence specrra of CuCI 
quantum dots in NaCl at 2 K. ExciwtIon photon energy is 3.49 eV 
for the lurninescencむ spectrum.A dashed line indicates the lumi-
nescence spectrum made by the r‘eabsorption COITとction.

sumption is that only bOth the first excited state and the 
ground state contribute to [he ZJ exciton absorption band 

From the obtained spectral profiles in Fig. 4(a)， we can 
estimate the oscil1ator strength 01' the ground state U'l) and 

the first excited scate (j?J. The OS<二illatorstrength of che firsr 
excired sta拾 is叫ualto zero if quanrum dots are cubes. Si司

multaneously we can compare lhe obtained ratio /2 1/1 wuh 

that expected for a quanrum sphere.22 Theoretical j・2//1for a 

quantum sphere with radiω R is 0.51 for RIαB = 5.8 and 0.59 
for R/as=4.4， while from Fig. 4(b)， the corresponding ex-
perimental /2//1 is 0.28 and 0.23， respectively. The experi-

mental oscillator strength ratio /2/ f I is about half the ratio 
for the quantum sphere and does not contradict wi吐10ur
model that the shape of CuCl quantum dots ranges from 
cubic to spherical while maintaining high symmetry. How-
ever¥there are few studies concerning the problem how the 
oscillator strength depends on the shape of qll初出m dots. 
Further stlldy is necess訂 Yto cla司令出isdif白cllltproblem. 

In Fig. 5， absorptionむ1dphotolllminescence spectra of 
CuCl quantum dots in NaCl are shown. The luminescence 
signal was accumulated while the sample was excited by 
1800 shots of laser pulses with the very we泣く energydensity 

of 3.1 f-LJ/cm2 and the band-to時 bandexcitation photon energy 
of 3.49 e V. The luminescence spectrum has the same oscil-

latory structure as the absorption spectrum and shows small 
Stokes shift (~0.6 meV)， which suggests that the Iumines-
cence spectrum comes from recombination of free excitons 
contined in CuCl quantllm dots. The luminescence spectrum 
drawn by a dashed line is corrected by taking account of the 

reabsorption effect and is normalized at the peak energy. We 
note that the luminescence signal is smaller above 3.25 eV， 

though the exciton absorption intensity does not decrease so 

much in this energy region. This fact does not conrradict 
with our idea that the excited states are in the majority at the 

higher-energy region of the 2) exciton absorption band. 
1n sllmmary， we have observed the excited-state excitons 

in CuCl quantllffi cubes by means of the PSHB spectroscopy. 

Energy positions of satellite holes in the PSHB spectrum 

show that the shape of qllantum dots in NaCl matrix is not 
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spherical but ralher cubic. However， actual司uantumdotsむ e

considered to be deviated from ideal cubes and have almost 

continuously distributed shapes without break.ing high sym-
metry. We have determined lhe spectral profiles of the 

ground s(ate and rhe fi.rst excited state in CuCl quamum dots. 

The ZJ exciton luminescence spectrum showed that the ex-
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Successful observurion of persisrent spectrul hole buming in CdTe qllantum dots embedded in the glass 

enabled us to invesrIgare their size-dependent electronic energy levels. Luminescence excitation speclroscopy 
was lltilized lO contim1 them. The observed sizε-dependent electronic transItIons showは 1110nolOnicincrease 
Wilh decrease of the rudius fl・om4.3 to 2.5 nm and valence level cfossing was not observed up to [he six[h 

[f辻nsi[ion.These experれ1寸i打mef川lla計1r日-右esultω 幻lr‘ediscussed wit出hr印ef，たer‘encetωo tl1e calcul匂ar紀edresulれlSon [出hemul川[口iト崎

valence-b，凶凶aおlr“ε nv ε lope fo印町rm‘

Quantum size effect of semiconductor nanometer size 

crysrals (nanocrystals) has been one of the targers of exren-

sive research of the optical spectroscopy of semiconducrors. 

Single nanocrysrals are ideal for the study of their司uantum

size effect. Another altemative approach is the site-selective 

laser spectroscopy of size-dispersed quantum dots. 1n fact， 

hole buming and fluorescence line-narrowing spectr‘oscopy 

are effective to extract the optical properties of single quan-

tum dots from the inhomogeneously broadened optical spec-

tra of the assembly of size-dispersed司uantumdotS.1.2 

Recently， persistent spectral hole buming (PSHB) phe-

nomena were observed in many semiconductor司uanrum

dots， sllch as CdS， CdSe， CuCl， CuBr， and CuI quantum dots 

embedded in glass， crystals， or polymers.3 These phenomena 

enable us to investigate precisely the size-dependent energy 
tevets in "taser-mむ ked" quantum dots by observing the 

site“selectively burned energies in the inhomogeneously 

broadened absorption spect1'a. As a 1'esult of the persistent 

spectral hole burning， the electronic and excitonic quantum 

states including the excited states are burned. Tbis allows us 

to investigate the quantized ene1'gies of quantum dots‘sys-
tematicall y. 

Although the single-band effecti ve-mass model including 

Coulomb interaction between an electron and a hole gives a 

successful description of the lowest quantized levels in many 

semiconductor quantum dots，4.S it does not always apply to 

the excited quantized levels. Especially， valence-band degen-
eracy complicates the excited quantized levels in many zinc-
blende semiconductors.6

-
8 Iri zinc-blende CdTe， the conduc-

tion band is made of the S orbital of Cd and its valence band 

is made of the p orbital of Te as the fi1'st approximation. 
O1'bital angular momentum is mixed with spin angular mo-
mentllm， and the valence band is split into the topmost j = 
~ band and the split-off j = t band. Q山

holes gi ves an add出itionala加ngu叶iはla出r‘ moment凶umη1L for t出heenve-

lope function， so that the L-j coupling is considered to make 
complicated energy levels for tbe hole band. Howeve1'， CdTe 
has the largest spin-orbit splitting of 0.927 e V and the small“ 

est ba~d-gap energy， Eg= 1.606 eV， among CdS， CdSe， and 
CdTe.~ As a result， the split-off band is expected to mix 
weakly with the topmost valence band 

In this paper， PSHB is report以1for CdTe quantum do(s in 

the strong cont1nement regime and its spectroscopic applica-
lion to the observation of the excited electronic quantum 

states is canied OUL 10 This spectroscopic tool is compared 
with luminescence excitlllIon spectroscopy and its utility is 
evaluated. Siは之むb駈 dependentqu乱むnrizeうdelとCtI‘ひ01山1ηiclevels aむl'屯eob-)-匂

1.トト屯-叫-崎. served tωo s計h廿ifれtmonotoコnOL以ywithout any crωos臼sI印ng01' antル
C口ros臼凶S訂ingι，refiecting the nHher simple valence-band slrUcture 
of CdTe. 

Samples studied in tbis work were CdTe nanocrystals em-

bedded in Ge02・Na20 Molar concentr‘ation of 1.5-

4.5% CdTe mixed witb Ge02 :Na20 glass was sealed in a 
quartz ample， melted in a rotating elecnic furnace at 
12000C， and quenched. Then. glass pieces were heated for 
the growth uf CdTe nanocrystals. The size uf the nanocryシ

tals was conl1酋olledby the CdTαdoping concentration and the 
annealing time and was evaluated by means of rhe small-
angle x-ray scattering. It ranges from 2.5 to 5.1 nm. 

Samples were directly inunersed in superfluid helium at 2 
K for the optical measurement. The excitation light source 
for the persistent spectral hole burning was a narrow-band 
dye laser pumped by the second ha.rmonic of the output of a 
10 Hz Q-switched Nd3+:YAG (yttrillm aluminum garnet) 
laser. The spectral linewidth of the dye laser light was 0.014 
me V. The absorption spect1'a of samples were measured by 
means of a diode-anay optical multichannel analyzer 01' a 
liquid-nitrogen-cooled charge白 coupled-deviceoptical multi-
channel analyzer equipped with a 25-cm monochromator. 

The spectral resolution was set to be 1.2 nm. The probe light 
source was a balogen lamp. Before and afte1' the sむnples
were exposed to the dye laser Iight pulses， the absorption 
spect1'a were measured and the absorption change spectra 
were derived by subtracting the absorption spec汀umt泣くen
after the dye laser exposure from that taken before the dye 
laser exposure 

The luminescence excitation spectra of samples were 
measured by monito1'ing the luminescence intensity at the 
high叩 energypart of the luminescence band fo1' the better 
resolution of the excited states. The excitation light source 

was the 25-cm monochromator output of a 500-W Xe arc 

lamp. Its bandwidth was set to be 3 nm.The luminesc 

0163・1829/97/56( 15)/9734(4 )/$10.00 56 9734 。1997The American Physical Society 
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FIG. 1. Optical absorption spectra of nve samples， CdTe quan-
tum dots embedded in Ge02 glass， at 2 K. The average radii of dots 
in samples 1， 3， 6， 12， and 15 are 2.5， 2.6， 3.3， 4.3， and 5.1 nm， 

respectively. 1n the inset， blueshift of the !owes( structures in the 
absorption spectra from the lowest exciton energy in bulk CdTe， 

1.5ヲ6e V， is shown as a function of the meun radius estimated by 
the smalトanglex-ray scattering measurements together with the 
calculation in the strong cont1nement regime. 

Absorption spectra of five typical samples are shown in 
Fig. 1. With the decrease of the size， the absorption pe泣く
shows blueshift due to the quantllm size effect. In tbe top 
inset， the blueshift is plotted as a function of the average 
radius evaluated by means of the small-angle x-ray scatter-
ing. The observed bl11eshift agrees with the calculated one 
based on the strong confinement model of a spherical quan-
tum dot except the largest size data. The calculation is made 
by the formula 11 

九21T
2 1.786e2 

ムE=E-Ea 十冗=一一一守一一一一一一十 0.752冗
2μR"" εR 

where E g = 1.606 e V is the band-gap energy， R is the radius 
of the dot，μ= 0.0774mo is the reduced mass of an e1ectron 

mass m;' = 0.096町 anda hole maSs m;; = 0.4川， ε=7.1is 
the dielectric constant and 7之二 10me V is the exciton Ryd-
berg energy.9.12 Here mo is the electron bare mass. The good 

agreement between the experimental data and the calculated 
curve shows that the simple strong confinement model of a 
spherical guantum dot is enollgh to explain the blueshift of 
the lowest gllantized level of CdTe guantllm dots. Because 

the largest size is still smaller than twice the exciton Bohr 
radius， 2aB

二 ISnm， 13 the onset of the intermediate con良ne-
11 ment regime， J J the disagreement at the largest size regime is 

not explained by the collapse of the strong con長nement

model， but probably by the crystal structure transformmion 
to wurtzIle structure as discussed laler. 

Figure 2 shows the inhomogeneously broadened absOI下ー
tion spectra (the upper column) and the absorption spectrum 
change (the lower column) of the samples， CdTe quantum 

dots embedded in Ge02 glass. The absorption spectra show a 

remarkable blueshift with the decrease in the dot size. After 

the samples are exposed to narrow-band dye laser pulses 
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FIG. 2. UptIca1 absorptIol1 spectra (upper column) and the ub-
sorplion change speclra (Jower column) of CdTe quanωm dots em也

bedded in Ge02 glass at 2 K. The average rudii of dors in samples 
11 and 5 are 3.7 and 2.9 nm， respectively. Venical anows show the 
buming photon energiむsof 1.8336 and 1.9526 e V， respectively. The 
absorption change spectra were measured， after the samples were 
exposed to 1800 shots of dye las色rpulses with the excitation energy 
of 640μJ/cm2. Positions of vertical bars in (a) represent rhe energy 
posI[ions of the transition deducecl from the straight lines in Fig. 4 

and their lengths represent the oscillator strength obtalned from Ref. 
8， except the 35DD)12一寸 15ど transition. 

whose photon energy coπesponds to the lowest absorption 

band and after the dye laser exposure was stopped， we 

started taking the absorption spectrum change at 1.5 min. 

They showed the hole buming and the bumed hole persists 
for more than 1 h in contrast with the previous report on the 

microsecond hole burning of CdTe.13 Clear persistent hole 

burning structures together with the higher-energy satellite 

structures move with the change of the burning photon en-
ergy. The higher-energy satellite structuresむ econsidered to 
be excited states of lhe burned quantum dots. 

It is known that luminescence excitation spectra are useful 
for the observation of the excited states in quantum dotS.14.15 

Luminescence excitation spectra and PSHB spectra were 
compared and tbe validity of the PSHB as a spectroscopic 
tool was examined. Figure 3 shows the PSHB spect印 mand 
the luminescence excitation spectmm. The higher-energy 

satellite structures in the absorption spectrum cbange almost 
coincide with the structures in tbe luminescence exci日tion
spectrum. Good coincidence between the PSHB spectrum 
and the luminescence excitation spectfum indicares the reli-
ability of the peak positions determined by both methods. 

AJthough a clear shoulder due [0 the lowest excited slate is 
observed in the luminescence excitation spectrum， it is not 
observed at the higher】 energyside of the resonantly burned 

hole in tbe absorption cbange spectrum except the absorption 

increase structure. The absorption increase structure at the 

higher-energy side' of the resonantly burned hole has been 
often observed in the PSHB spectrum 01' quantum dots. It 

seems to mask the excited states eu'ound its spectral position 
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1 PFFsn→ I Pe ・、 lPP，β -11Pe， i:lnd 2PFFs12"--' 1 Pe calculated by 
using the resull of Rじf.8， assuming that the lowest burned structure 
cOlTesponds to the transition 1 S D D3n-' 1 S" . A dashed line labeled 
by 1;' corresponding to 3SDDJr2-→1 S" is also calculated by using 
the result of rミef.8. StI‘aight lines go through experimcntal data and 
a converging point at the lowest exciton transition enじrgyof bulk 
CdTe， 1.596 e V 

Photon Energy (eV) 2 

Photon Energy (eV) 

FIG. 3. Comparison of 出む persistenrhole buming spectrum and 
the luminescence excitation spectrum of CdTe quantum dots em-
bedded in Ge02 glass at 2 K. The average radii of do[s in samples 
11 andヲare3.7 and 3.5 nm， respectively. Downward arτows show 
the burning photon energy， 1.8678 eV， and luminescence deteclIon 
photon energy， 1.853 e V， respectively. 

1.5 

6.E of data set 1. If data set 1 is identIfied as the transition 

25DD3n→ 1 S e' data set 2 is reasonab1y identified as the 

transition 3SDD312→ 1 S e 
The Luttinger parametersγ1 and γ2 so far reported or 

used are scattered，16 so that the calculated re1ative energy 

positions of the excited states may change crucially depend-
ing on the p訂 ameterset. Following the previous evaluation 
of the h01e quantized energy of a dot whose radius is 2 nm， 

the quantized energies of 15 D D3/2 and 1 P F P3/2 states vむy
at most by 0.1 e V depending on three sets of Luttinger pa-

rameters but the energy separation between 1 S D D312 and 

1 P F P 3/2 changes at most by 6.4 me V. This trial calculation 
shows that the relative energy between qllantized hole stares 
whose p吋ncipalquantum number for the envelope function 
is 1 varies little with the change of Luttinger parameters. On 

rhe other hand， the energy difference between 15 D D312 and 
25DD312 or 35DD312 changes by more than 0.1 eV. The 
experimental data are within the estimation uncertainty. En-

ergy splitting of J = ~ hole states depending on the orier 
tion of t出hecrys引ta叫1can be evaluat臼edby the known k-linear 

[町e訂r口rm.17The eva111ated splitting by山 expressionj6K[(倒的

is 15 me V for R = 2.5 nm， where K[ is the coefficient of the 

k-linear term. The value is comparable to data scattering and 

does not change the relati ve energy between quantize~ h01e 

states. It is a1so noted that the size-dependent Coulomb en-
ergy is not taken into account in the calculation. On the other 

hand， the energy separation between 15 D D 3/2 and 1 P F P 3/2 
changes considerably， when the effective mass of the elec-

tron， m: ' varies. It changes from 0.995 to 1.063 eV or 0.957 

eV for a CdTe dot whose radius is 2 nm， when a set of 

and may give a 1imitation to the PSHB spectroscopy to in-
vestigare the low-energy excited states of quantum dots. 

Plotting these transition energies as a function of the ex-o 

Clぬtionphoton energy in Fig. 4， we can find straight lines， 1， 

2， and 3， converging on the blllk-energy fit the experimental 
data. However， s10pes of straight lines 4 and 5 are a litt1e 
different from those of experimenta1 data. Nevertheless， 

rather good straight-line fitting meets the two-va1ence“band 
theory for CdTe quantum dots where rhe mixing of rhe split-
off band is not ta.ken into account. Confinement energies of 
qllantized hole states in CdTe dots were calclllated by a 
multiband effective-mass approximation. By using the ca1cu-
lated resu1ts， we can obtain the size-dependent transition en-
ergies between quantized hole states and e1ectron states. 

Therefore， in comparison with the experimental data， we re-
plotted the calculation in which intermixing between three 
va1ence bands are considered.8 The energy difference be-

tween transitions， 25 D D3/2→ 1 S t? ' 1 P F P 312→ lPと，

1 P F F 512→ 1 P e' 1 P P 112→ 1 P e' and 2 P F F 5/2→ 1 P e' and 
the transition of 1 S D D 3/2→ 1 S e is plolted by b， c， d， e， and 
f， respective1y. The comparison shows that the experimental 
data sets 1， 3， and 4 are identified as transitions 

2SDD312→ 1 S e' 1 P F P 3/2→ 1 P e' and 1 P F F 5/2→ lPど， re-
spective1y. Data set 5 is identified as ovedapped transitions， 

1 PP1/2→ 1Pど and2PFF512→ 1 P e' Althollgh experimenta1 
data set 2 was not predicted by the theory. they are assigned 

to be the transition 3SDD3/2→ 1 S e' The energy difference 

between the transition of 3SDD312→ 1 S e and the transition 

of 15DD3/2→ 15 e is calclllated as is shown by b I in Fig. 4 

on the basis of the calculated con自nemenrenergy of the 

quantized hole states， 3SDD312 und ISDD312・8The calcu-

!ated energy di fference 6. E between 3 S D D 3/2 and 1 S D D 3/2 

is 3.3 times that between 25DD3/2 and ISDD3/2・ Onthe 

other hand， the experimental 6.E of data set 2 is 3.5 times 
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paramete爪 γ1'γ:!' and m;' ， changes fromγ1 = 5.29，γ2 

ニ1.89，and 171;: = 0.09611'10 toγ1 = 5.29，γ2=1.89， and 111:: 
=0.090mo， 0['γ1 =4.7，γ2ご1.45，and m~l' = 0.0991710' The 

experimental daca are within the eslImation uncertainty‘ 

Therefore， agreement between experimenral data and calcu-

lation can be improved by rhe good choice of rhe parameters. 

We also compared our daca with thm of the previous work 

on CdTe quantum dots based on the luminescencむ exciwtion

specrroscopy.18 Two data sets of the previous work are very 

close (0 lines 1 and 4 in Fie:. 4 and a daca set lies between 。
lines 2 and 3. We consider [hm rhe second and rhird excired 

states are merged and are not resolved well in the previous 

work. 

When the radius of CdTe dots exceeds 4 nm， rhe absorp-

tion spectrum become obscure and almost struc(ureless. Si-

multaneously， PSHB was not observed. Luminescence exci-

tation spectJ・umwas structureless， too. These observations 

re丹ectthe missing data region in Fig. 4. The reason why the 
optical spectra are structureless may be explained by assum時

間 gthat the samples contain a mixture of CdTe司uantumdots 
of zinc-blende structure and wurtzite structure. 19 The absorp-

tion spectrum of sample 15 whose radius is 5.1 n;n shows 

two shoulders at 1.6397 and 1.6837 e V as is shown in Fig. 1 

Crystal-field splitting is generally observed in wurtzIte CdSe 

and CdS large quantum dots. Energy separatIon between the 

two shoulders is 0.044 eV， which agrees well wich the o 

crystal-五eldsplitting， 0.0465 e V. observed in wurtzite bulk-

like CdTe. The PSHB phenomena should depend stfongly on 
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Biexciton and Triexciton States in Quantum Dots in the Weak Confinement Regime 
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Bi止exci江tonand t往n詑excironst凶at詑esin CuCl 守uanr印umdot臼swere sr出udi託e抗dby means of time 司寸resolved
s幻ize-合selectivepump 勾哨公.

energy s幻id白e0ぱf出e exci山ta抗ぬtio∞nphotぬon怠出叩nergy. The new induced absorption is assigned to Ule transition 
なom出eexciton ground srate to one of ule weakly correlated exciton pair states which were 
出eoreticallypredicted ro exist and (0 play an important role in non1inear oprical processes‘Its 
pump energy dependence and temporal evolu[Ion saongly suppo口出isassignmen仁 Underhigh-density 
or two-color excitation conduion， a rriexciton sta捻 inquantum dots is obs白V吋 forthe first time. 
[S0031-9007(97)04397-4 ] 

PACS llumbers: 78.66.Li， 71.35.Gg. 78.47.+p 

Semiconductor nanocrystals dispersed in a large-

bandgap matrix can be treated as 守口antum dors金

Three-dimensi onal 中 antum confinement of electrons， 

holes， and excitons makes it possible lO observe quantum 

size effect in quanrum dots [1-3]. We can cIassify出e

quantum confinement effects into two main categories 

according to the ratio of the司uantumdot r句adiusR to出c

exciton Bohr radius a8・ Oneis the strong conjinement 
(Rく α8)where electrons and holes are quantized indi-

vidually， and the 0出eris出eweak conjinement (R >αβ) 

where the translational motion of excitons Is quantized. 

A CuCl quantum dot is known as a prototypical system 

in白eweak-confinement regime because of its small 

exciton Bohr radius and has often been used to investigate 

excitons and biexcitons. 

The study of Ule quantum confinement effect on many-

exciton states， e.g.， biexciton and triexciton， is still in the 

elementary stage. There are many experimental reports 
showing unique nonlinear optical properties of quantum 

dots， for example， enhancement of the biexciton binding 

energy [4]， a nonmonotonlc size dependence of the optical 

nonlinearity [5]， and biexciton lasing [6]. Through these 

studies， the importance of weakly correlated exciton pair 
states has been pointed out [7]. The weakly correlated 

exciton pair state is one of the excited biexciton states. 

Roughly speaking， that state is an antibonding state of two 

excitons and has a higher energy and a larger spatial ex-

tent than出ebiexciton ground state， leading to a larger 

oscillator strength of transition from出eexciton state. 

This state is of general character and is expected to be 

present as well in other low-dimensional structures， e.g.， 

quantum wells and quantum wires. However， the actual 

observation was successful for the first lime in the quan-
tum dot as reported here， because the continuum states 

overlapping the weakly correlated exciton pair state in-

hibit clear observation of出isstate in other structures. So 

far， the experimental study of the excited biexciton states 
has been limited to the strong-confinement regime where 

the excited biexciton state is blurred by the size inho-

mogeneiry and the ground state biexdton is masked by 
出ebroad exciton bleaching [8，9]. Therefore， it Is impor-

tant and interesting to study the己xcitedbiexciton states in 

ule weak-confinement regime， 11L1king use of出eadvanta白

geous sItuation that tJ1e己xcitonand biexciton binding en-

ergies are守uitelarge. 10 this Letter，出eexcited biexじiton

states are identified unambiguously in CuCI quantmTI dots 

from comparison b山内entheory and expe口ments. Fl江町

thermore， a triexciton state in quan印 m dots is observed 

1'or lhe first time. Along this line 01' approach， we C3D 

study出emany-exciton states in a quantum dot succes-

sively. From details of the exciton addition spectrum， we 
can clarify出eexciton correlation with renewed interest 

and investigate， for example， the ionization ・thresholdof 

excitons and biexcitons which has been discussed so far 

only in the mean-field approximation. Tbus， the present 

study holds a great promise of revealing new aspects in 

many-body physics. 

We used the time.婚resolvedsize-selective pump-and-

probe method. The sample was CuCl quantum dots 

embedded in a NaCl crystaL The absorption band of 

tJ1e sample was inhomogeneously broadened because of 
出esize inhomogeneity of the quantum dots. The laser 

source was a self-mode-locked titanium sapphire laser 

and a titLUlIum sapphire regenerativeむnplifier. After 

amplification， u1e output pulse has a pulse duration of 

300 fs at a repetition rate of 1 kHz， and a pulse energy of 

200μJ / pulse. The amplified laser pulses were converted 
to their second harmonic. The second harmonic pulses 

were spectrally filtered by means of a spectral filter stage 

made of a grating and were used as pump pulses for the 

size-se1ective excitation. Their typical spectral width was 

1.7 me V. A part of the amplified laser pulse was focused 

in pure water to produce a white continuum which was 

used as a probe beam. The transient absorption spectra 

were recorded by a spectrometer and a liqu1dィ1Itrogen
cooled charge-coupled device multichannel detector. 

3522 0031-9007/97/79(18)/3522(4)$10.00 (Q 1997 The American Physical Society 
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change of the excitation photon energy. The energies of 

出espectral hole and the induced absorption bands are 

plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of the excitation photon en-

ergy. The solid circles show spectral hole energies， and 

rhey are on a Line of slope 1.0， since their energy coincides 

wirh the excitation photon energy‘ Open (solid) triangles 

exhibit rhe energies of the induced absorption located at 

rhe higher (lower) energy side. Open circles show出c

energies of induced absorption measured previously by 

nanosecond pump-and-probe method [4] which was iden-

tified as Ule trむlsitionfrom出eexciton to tbe biexciton 

ground state. The coincidence between open circles and 

solid triangles confinns the proper present measurement. 
The solid line Ulrough Ule open tria:ngles is a fitted line 

by rhe least s司uaresmethod. The slope of th1S line Is 

2.0. This line crosses the line of slope 1.0 ne紅白e2) 

exci ton energy of bulk CuCl. Furthermore， the spectral 

hole and the induced absorption on the higher energy 

side exhibit almost the same temporal evolution. They 

show an exponenrial decay with a time constant of 480 ps 

which almost coincides with the luminescence decay time 

of excitons in CuCl quanrum dots [12]. This fact indicmes 

Ulat the induced absorption on the hIgher energy side 

arises from the exじIlonspr芯excitedin U1e quanrum dots. 

These features agTee well wi th出oseof出eU1eoretically 

predicted [7] strong irぱucedabsorption transition from出e

exciton state to excited biexciton states. 

LETTERS REVIEW 

A solid line in the upper part of Fig. 1 shows the ab-

so中tionspectrum of the sample at 77 K. The 2) ex-

citon and 2l.2 exciton absorption structures are observed. 

These exciton absorption energies are shifted to the higher 
energy side compared to those of rhe bulk material due 

to the quantum confinement effect. The 23 exciton en吟

ergy of bulk CuCl is shown by a downward arrow. The 

spectrum of the spectrally fi1tered pump pulse is shown 

in the inset by a solid line together with出atof the un-

註lteredpulse shown by a broken line. According to山e

well-known relation between the quantum con長nedexcト

ton energy and the quantum dot radius [10]， the pump 

pulse energy of 3.259 eV excites quanrum dots of 2.3 nm 

radius.τhe dashed line shows出eabsorption spectr山11

at 10 ps after the excitation. The s01id line in the lower 

part of Fig. 1 shows the difference between two spectra in 

the upper p紅 t. The spectrum consists of a spectral hole 

at出epump photon energy and two induced absorption 

strUctures at both sides (3.180 e V， 3.296 e V) of rhe spec-

tral hole. Persistent hole burning was much smaller than 

rhe transient hole burning at 77 K [11]. Bleaching around 

3.335 e V is related to出。 2l.2 excIton. 

Differential absorption spectra are shown at the lower 

part of Fig. 1 for four different pump photon energies‘ 

Two prom.Inent induced absorption bands shi立with出e
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FIG. 2. Excitation energy dependence of the strucrures ap-
pearing in the differenrial absorption spec汀um. The solid cir-
cles represent spectra1 hole energies， and they are on a line 
of slope 1.0. Open (solid) triangles show the energy of出e
induced absorption located at the higher (1ower) energy side 
of the spectral hole. Open circles indicate the energy of the 
induccd absorption measurcd by nanosecond pump-and-probe 
method in Ref. [4). Solid diamonds correspond to additional 
induced absorption under high-density excitation. Eb denotes 
lhe biexciton binding energy defined by 2Ex -E xx and E( 
shows Exxx -Exx -Ex. Then出etriexciton binding energy 
defined by 3Ex -Exxx is given by Eb -E(. 
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FIG. 1. Upper panel: The solid line shows absorption 
spectrum of CuCl quanrum dots embedded in a NaCl crystal 
at 77 K， while a dashed line represents出atat 10 ps after 
photoexcitation. Lower panel: The solid line shows differential 
absorption spectrum corresponding to the upper figure， while 
dashed lines are those for different excitation photon energies. 
百1eradii of quantum dots which were excited are 2.65， 2.46， 

2.32， 2.19， and 2.03 nm from top to bottom， respectively. 
Thick solid bars are theoretica1 results normalized at the 
spectral hole. 1n the inset，自lteredand unfiltered pump spectra 
are shown by a solid line and a dashed line， respectively. 
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In CuCl where both the uppermost valence band 

and the lowem10st conduction band are doubly de-
generate， the angular momentum of the Bloch part 

exciton wave functIon is either 0 or 1‘Then the 
angular momentum of 出e biexciton can be ei出er

of 0， 1， and 2. The explicit biexciton wave func-

tion for 1 = 0 and 2 can be written as 'Y xxo = 

J3/2φJJxn-i/2やZfd，hn口町xXム where 

xj~h denotes the Bloch part waveおnctionwhich has 

出etotal angular momentum (1) M) and is composed of 

two-electron wave function of an忠Jlarmomentum j e and 

two-hole wave function of angular momentum ih也 In

出elimit of weak con長nement，it has been shown t11訳

出eweakly correlated exciton pair states may be approxi-

mated by product states of two independent excitons [7]， 

namely， 

続 =会 時el 叫 h 行12)

土手~(rel ， rh2) ゃ;04ル r}Il)] ， (1) 

where φf is the envelope function of the exci江to∞ngroun 

state and r山E叶Iandん2(仏rη111 and r九h2け)denote the ele邸ct住ro∞n 1 

(小ho叫le吟)coordinates. The oscillator strengths of transitions 

from the ground state exciton X to these excited biexciton 

states 紅 ecalculated as f(X→ XXO)口 2/3fo，f(X→

XX2)出 4/3fo，where fo is出eoscillator stre時 thofthe 
excltomc transltlOn. 

The theoretical induced absorption spectrum from出e

exciton ground state is shown by thick solid bars in 

Fig. 1. The energy shifts of strong bands show good COf-

respondence with experiments. Furthermore， the relative 

strengths of the induced absorption lines and the spectraI 
hole are reproduced quite well by the theory， although 

there is a discrepancy in the energy positions of the irト

duced abso中tionlines. Hence the strong peak above the 

pump energy can be assigned to the induced absorption 

transition to XX2 states. 
Next we discuss experimental observation of triexci-

ton states in CuCl quantum dots. At the upper part Of 

Fig. 3(A)， we exhibit the excitation density dependence 

of the differential absorption spectrum at 10 ps after pho-

toexcitation. Under low density excitation， spec佐ain 
Fig. 3(A)紅 esimilar to those in Fig. 1， and the biexci骨

ton luminescence cannot be observed. Under high density 

excitation condition， we observed an additional induced 

absorption band which is shown by an arrow. Simultane-

ously the biexciton luminescence became observable. 

In Fig. 3(B)， the time evolution of the additional induced 

absorption is shown. Together with it， the temporal evo-

lution of the spectral hole and the higher energy induced 

absorption band are also presented in出efigure， although 

the excitation density was slightly low. Two solid curves 

through the solid circles and open triangles show an expo-
nential decay with a time constant of 480 ps. On the other 

hand， the decay time constant of the additional induced 
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FIG. 3. (A) Upper panel: Excitation density dependence of 
出edifferential absorption specrrum at 10 ps after photoexcita-
tion with the excitation photon energy fixed at 3.265 eV. Ad-
ditional induced absorption shown by anむTOWappears WiUl 
the increase of the excitation. Lower panel: Experimental 
results of出etwo司 colorpump-and-probe measurement. The 
photon energy of the註rst(second) pump pulse is indicated 
by an upward (a downward) arrow. (i) Shows the differen-
tial absorption spectrllm induced by both the first and second 
pulses. (ii) Exhibits the Sllm of differential absorption spectra 
induced by lhe first pump pulse and by the second one alone. 
(iii) = (i)一(ii). (B) Time evolurion of the additional induced 
absorption under high-density excitation toge【herwith出espec-
tral hole and the higher energy induced absorption. Symbols 
are Ule same as in Fig. 2. 

absorption is less出an100 ps and corresponds to出elumi-

nescence lifetime of biexciton which is known to be 70 ps 

for CuCl nanocrystals [13]. If a triexciton state consists of 
a biexciton and an exciton，出eintensity of出einduced ab-

sorption transition from a biexciton to a triexciton should 

be proportional to the number of biexcitons. Therefore the 
time evolution and the excitation density dependence sug-

gest strongl y出atthe additional induced absorption can be 

assigned to transition from出ebiexciton ground state to a 

tnexcIton state. 

We examined this assignment by the two-color pump-

and-probe method. The energy of出esecond pump 

pulse is tuned to the induced absorption caused by the 
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長rstpump pulse. This combination produces biexciton 

effectively only in quantum dots of particular size and 

enables us to observe the induced absorption to uiexciton 

states. At the lower part of Fig. 3(A)， results of the 

experiment are shown. Photon energy of the first or 

second pump pulse is represented by an upward or a 

downward紅TOW，respectively. Time delay between two 

pump puIses was 5 ps， and the probe pulse delay tO出e

second pump pulse was also 5 ps. The solid line (i) 

shows the differential absorpuon spectrum induced by 

twO successive pump pulses， while the dotted line (ii) 

exhibits the sum of differential spectra induced by U1e 

おstP山 nppulse and by the second one alone‘ Spectrum 

(iii) shows the difference between two spectra. If rhe 

second pump pulse increases (decreases) the absorption 

of出equantum dots excited selectively by出efrrst pulse， 

we would observe negative (positive) signal in spectrum 

(iii). In fact， we observed an Increased absorption region 

between出espectral hole and the induced absorption in 

spectrum (iii). The relative peak position is similar to 

出atof出eadditional induced absorption in出eupper 

part of Fig. 3(A). Hence both structures should be of 

the same origin. Excitation energy dependence of this 

induced absorption is shown in Fig. 2 by solid diamonds. 

The fi tted line has a slope of 1. 7， and this line also crosses 

U1e other two lines near the bulk 23 exciton energy. 
1n addition to an increased absorption region， we 

observed two decreased absorption regions in spectrum 

(iii). The lower or higher energy one indicates U1e 

decrease of the transition from U1e exciton state to 

出ebiexciton ground state or excited biexciton state， 

respectively. This can be explained by noticing that出e

biexcitons are produced size-selectively by出esecond 

pump pulse. 

The linear proportionality of the induced absorption 

energy to出eexciton con白nementenergy suggests that 

出eexciton addition energy is primarily determined by 

the increase in the kinetic energy proportional to出e

inverse squ紅 eof出equan印 m dot radius. As proposed 

previously [7]， since the weakly correlated exciton pair 

state (XX2) is an antibonding state of two excitons， its 

kinetic energy can be assumed to be equal to出atof two 

excitons independently confined in a region of half Ule 

volume of the quanrum dot. Then its energy is written as 
EXX2 = 2Ehk + 2.J4 (Ex -Ehk)， where Ex(Ehk) is the 

exciton energy in a quantum dot (bulk material) a 

and an exciton. Therefore出eabove argument may be 

extended to U1e case of exciton addition to U1e biexciton 

ground state assuming U1e added exciton to occupy half 

the volume of U1e quantum dot WiUlOU( affecting出c

biexciton ground state. Then we have Eιxxx一 ExxJ.!

J符4(仇EιX一E仏ゐ批ωkρ)什十 E九h以kwit出hEx川Xは削叫温X川札r引礼川(;は川xμ拘川r収叫州X均ωz心)b民凶凶e凸出i口i刊1屯g出帥een町1
[出het出f口iexciton(biexcitωon ground) state， and出isgives U1e 

山 pein Fig. 2 as J4 == 1.6， again in good agreement wi出

出eexpeliment. These守ualitalIvear忠lmentsprovide a 

strong support to出eidentification of the newly observed 

induced absorption as the transition from the biexciton to 

a tliexclton state. 

1n conclusion， we studied biexciton and triexciton 

states in守uantumdots in the weak-confinement regime 

by using the [Ime-resoI ved sizeら selectivepump-and-probe 

technique. One of the observed induced absorption bands 

was unambiguously identiiied as u1e transition from山G

exciton state to出eweakly correlated exciton pair state 

whose presence was theoretically predicted. We observed 

a triexciton state in quantum dOlS for lht三fi[sttime by l wo 

independent melhods employing high-density excitation 

and two-color excitation scheme. These experiments open 

a new direction of research and hold a great promise of 

revealing new aspects of many-exciton states in conJined 
systems. 
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